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INTRODUCTION

Today some schools do not include in their cur
ricula the plays of Shakespeare; hut we who know the 
wholeheartedness and wholesomeness of Shakespeare to 
satisfy man in all walks of life cannot but deplore 
this omission* Are not such educators letting some
thing beautiful, something of priceless worth slip from 
the grasp of their young people? Why have teachers of 
literature not made more of an impression on the mass 
of the people in the last hundred years? Can the level 
of appreciation of the more lasting and worthwhile 
things of life be raised by a study of Shakespeare, and 
if so, how?

The purpose of this thesis is to discover those 
methods that will offer a satisfactory solution to the 
problems here raised and make youth love, for their own 
sakes, the hero of:

The folks who lived in Shakespeare's day 
And saw that gentle figure pass 

By London Bridge— his frequent way 
They little knew what man he was*

The pointed beard, the courteous mien,
The equal port to high or low,

All this they saw, or might have seen,—
But not the light behind the brow.

The doublet's modest gray or brown,
The slender sword-hilt*s plain device,

What sign had these for prince or clown?
Pew turned, or none, to scan him twice*

vi



Yet *twas the King of England’s Kingsl 
The rest with all their pomps and trains 

Are mouldered, half-remembered things—
»Tls he alone that lives and reignst

’’Shakespeare— The King" 
— Thomas B* Aldrich
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CHAPTER I

LITERATURE AND THE TEACHER

Man's greatest victories, his highest ideals,
his loves and sorrows have always found expression in
words, so that to study literature from its humble and
simple beginnings is to study the heart of man.

Literature is not merely a cold, impersonal
record of the life of man, for—

Man is a being of genius, passion, intellect, 
conscience, power. He exercises these various 
gifts in various ways, in great deeds, in great 
thoughts, in heroic acts, in hateful crimes.
He founds states, he fights battles, he builds 
cities, he ploughs the forest, he subdues the 
elements, he rules his kind. He creates vast 
ideas, and influences many generations. He 
takes a thousand shapes and undergoes a thou» 
sand fortunes

Language, as a mèdium of man's expression, is 
warm, vibrant, pulsating with life. It pictures now 
a scene of sorrow, now a vision of beauty. But it is 
especially "in adolescence the child develops an aware
ness of beauty that craves satisfaction, ”2 There is an

/
insatiable longing in every human heart for it5 that is 
the reason why great literature soothes, consoles and

■̂John Henry .Newman, Idea of a University (New 
York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1925), p. 229#

^Frederick Tracy, The Psychology of 
Adolescence (New York: Macmillan Co., 19027, P* 150,

1
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satisfies. That Is the reason, also, why adolescent 
youth, if properly directed, finds a wholesome satis
faction, even a delight in great literature for

the deep well-springs of aesthetic feeling, 
hidden till now in the depths of his being, 
surge to the top of his consciousness and demand an ardent response. 1

Literature also fosters a love for purposeful thinking 
and creates a desire for things that are fine and 
noble, uplifting and sublime. Boundless are the 
limits, then, to man’s aspirations for his credo pene
trates where human words cannot follow. Man’s nearest 
approach to the perfect expression of these aspira
tions must be through literature that endures.

Great literature is human, for it may be said 
to possess a soul and a body. Man’s thoughts, feel
ings, emotions, and longings may be called the soul of 
literature. When man wishes to convey these soul stir
rings to others he uses the flow of language; when he 
wishes to perpetuate this same outpouring for those 
beyond the range of his voice, he puts his thoughts 
into writing, thus literature takes on the bodily form 
of words. Every man has the soul of literature within 
him; many a man, though steeped in the knowledge of 
human nature, cannot convey his feelings to others. He 

~ 1 Ibid.
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has visions of beauty too high to be put into living
words;— he requires an interpreter.

Such an interpreter is the master author whose
melodies express the longings, the loves, and the
ideals of his less gifted brethren.

He expresses what all feel but all cannot say; 
and his sayings pass into proverbs among his 
people, and his phrases become household words 
and idioms of their dally speech, • • • • Such 
preeminently is Shakespeare among ourselves.1

After considering the nature of literature it
becomes necessary to establish a working definition
for it. Matthew Arnold*s claim of literature as ”all

2knowledge that reaches us through books,” is far too 
wide. Nor may literature be “broadly defined as the

3adequate expression of genuine and typical emotions.” 
John Morley says,

Literature consists of all the books • • • # 
where moral truth and human passion are 
touched with a certain largeness, sanity, and attraction of form;^

while Brother Azarias defines it as ”the verbal

■^Newman, op. clt.. p. 293.
2Matthew Arnold, Discourses in America (London: Macmillan and Co., 1912), p. 90.
3Arlo Bates, Talks on the Study of Literature 

(New York: Houghton, Mifflin çnd Co., 1897), p. 6.
4John Morley, Studies In Literature (New York: Macmillan Co., 1904), p. 2Ï8.
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expression of man's affections as acted upon In his
relations with the material world, society, and his
Creator,Concluding these definitions is that given
by the scholarly Cardinal Newman:

By Letters of Literature is meant the expres
sion of thought in language, where by "thought”
I mean the ideas, feelings, views, reasonings, 
and other operations of the human mind, • • • • 
Literature, • • «consists in the enunciations 
and teachings of those who have a right to 
speak as representatives of their kind, and in 
whose words their brethren find an interpreta
tion of their own sentiments, a record of their 
own experience, and a suggestion for their own judgments «2

Literature is more, then, than the written and 
verbal expression of man's affections, hopes, fears, 
disilluslonments, joys, and tragedies. It is the her
itage from all preceding generations to those now and 
those yet to come« *

The teacher is called to pass on to the young 
the torch of civilization. She is the admin
istrator of the foundations of our culture, 
and is privileged to sow In the souls of the 
pupils the seed that will germinate and grow 
and produce fruit a hundred-fold for this life and the hereafter.’

brother Azarias, An Essay Contributing to a 
Philosophy of Literature (9th ed.j Philadelphia: John Joseph Mcvey, 1899), p. 11.

2Newman, op. clt., p. 291.
3Rev. Felix M. Kirsch,- 0. M. Cap., The Catholic 

Teacher's Companion (New York: Benziger Brothers,1924), p. 1.
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To assist the pupils In the acquisition of 

their heritage of the best in literature the teacher 
must use every means in his power. He must clarify 
the theme of the selection, he must present suggestions 
contributing to the understanding of the main idea, and 
he must aid in interpreting situations that will enable 
the child to see the picture presented in the litera
ture studied, and to incorporate experiences into his 
own life. In order to accomplish all this the teacher 
must use definite methods, systematic procedures.

There are probably as many methods of teaching 
English as of writing tribal lays, but it is 
not certain that every one is right— at least 
for every teacher in every situation. Every 
teacher will formulate and develop his methods 
and techniques in accordance with his philosophy 
of education and of life, his knowledge of 
English and his conception of its functions in 
the curriculum, and his theory of teaching as 
applied to the conditions under which he works. 1

The real test of any method is to find out 
whether it furthers the main purpose of teaching. If 
a method as used in a particular case, does not work 
out, it should be discarded and other methods tried.
The teacher will decide which lines should be read 
repeatedly, which quotations should be memorized, which

Tioscoe Edward Parker* Principles and Practice 
of^Teachini^Englisn (hew York: Prentice-Hail Inc.,
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characters should be discussed, what scenes should be
dramatized, just how much background ought to be
studied. The teacher’s success depends on his own
interpretation and on the understanding and intellec-

1tual grasp of his class. For "unless the pupil does
see the action actually going on before his mind's
eye, all teaching no matter how carefully prepared and

2energetically conducted is a flat failure."
A successful teacher of literature must make 

the pupil envision the scene, realize that literature 
furnishes an outlet for the emotions, provides a vision 
of the ideal, gives a greater knowledge and understand
ing of human nature, and links the past with the 
present.

The fullest development of the individual is 
the aim of every conscientious teacher. It is his work 
to acquaint the young with the riches of literature; 
to show him the realities of life as presented in lit
erary patterns; to teach him to assort the worthwhile 
in life from the trivial; to develop in him a critical

^Lou L. LaBrant, The Teaching of Literature in 
the Secondary School (new ifork: Hareourt, Brace and Co., 1931J, p. 70.

O  iClarence Stratton, The Teaching of English in thehign School (hew York: hare ourt, Brace and C 671 1923), p. 104.
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faculty; to lead him to form correct personal opinions 
and to allow him to express his own private judgments* 
All this type of teaching is proper to the adolescent 
for ”the high school period is the period of self dis
covery. Here it is that individuality is born.

In an article in the English Journal entitled
"TShen Shakespeare Holds the Stage: Learning Through

2Acting”, Clyde P. Lytle of the Pennsylvania State 
Teachers College, proposes three general methods of 
teaching Shakespeare, the literary, the social, and 
the dramaturgic, none of which shall exclude the other. 
Successful teachers utilize the characteristics of all 
three of the methods in their classes.

The literary method consists in an intellectual 
approach, during which the play undergoes a minute word 
for word study. This method emphasizes word meaning, 
carefully analyzes the plots, gives attention to foot
notes and annotations; scrutinizes characters, scenes 
and settings; dwells on rhythm, meter, imagery, style, 
in fact one gives attention to any criticism or other

^Arthur H. R. Fairchild, The Teaching of Poetry 
in High School (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1914), p . 14 *

2Clyde P. Lytle, ”When Shakespeare Holds the 
Stage: Learning Through Acting,” English Journal.XXXII (Feb., 1943), 86-88. — ------------
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printed matter which has accumulated around tne text 
of the play. The literary approach is good and when 
supplemented toy tne other two methods has toeen worked 
out very successfully*

The second method, the socialized method, is 
more human for it gives life to the historical period 
in which the plays are set* The characters are made 
to live again in a modern setting. By this method the 
pupils come into close contact with the rich galaxy of 
Shakespeare’s characters, as dynamic today as they 
were for the common people of the Elizabethan Age*
Are there not found in modem times replicas of the 
tradesmen’s strikes in Julius Caesar? of the toloody 
purges of Mactoeth; of the political refugees of As You 
Like It; of the race hatred of The Merchant of Venice; 
and the weary brooding over the mysteries of the world 
and human affairs in hamlet?

By the dramaturgic or dramatic method, the 
pupils are made familiar with the conventions and 
mechanics of the theater* The stage is used as a lab
oratory whereon stress is placed on the acting of the 
scenes of the play. Let it suffice when using this 
method to heed the counsel of Roger Hill, "Don’t study
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Shakespeare1s plays. Enjoy them, act them.”
Now that the methods of teaching Shakespeare 

have been considered in general what plays of Shakes
peare should be given to high school pupils?

Youth is the transition period between child
hood and manhood or womanhood, and most trans
ition periods are hazardous. It is a time of 
rapid and erratic physical changes and of pro
nounced mental development. It brings a widened 
outlook on the world and on life; it creates new 
Interests and modifies old ones. It involves 
the necessity of adjusting to new problems, of 
coping with difficulties of which the child is 
ignorant and of meeting temptations of which he 
has no experience. It is the time for learning 
emotional control, for laying down ideals that 
will motivate future conduct, and for building 
up habits that will function in later life. 2

It is not wise to give youth Shakespeare in his en
tirety; all of his plays are not suitable for pupils of 
high school age, for same of his works present life 
situations which are too advanced for the highly, im
pressionable immature adolescent; others require for 
their understanding a knowledge of history, of folk 
customs, of the workings of the heart which is beyond 
the experience and grasp of high school pupils. Then, 
too, the time for teaching Shakespeare is limited for

^■Roger Hill and Orson Welles, Everybody's Shakespeare (Woodstock, 1 1 1 ., Todd Press,-'T93fT7”p. 3«
o ->Rev. Raphael C. McCarthy, S. J., Training the 

Adolescent (Milwaukee: Bruce Pub. Co., 1934), pp. xii-
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it Is desirable that our students meet other master 
minds, Shakespeare should not be their only literary 
fare. However, there are a number of plays that should 
not be denied them because they are within their emo
tional and intellectual grasp. The scope of this paper 
will be limited to a discussion of methods of teaching 
only those plays that are commonly taught in high 
school courses, namely, The Merchant of Venice. Jhlius 
Caesar. As You Like It. Macbeth, and Hamlet, and all 
matter on the subject will be referred under the divi
sions adopted, namely, literary, socialized and dra
matic.

These five plays, altnough susceptible of deep 
research, yet appeal to the adolescent, hold his in
terest and win him to a love of Shakespeare that may 
develop into deeper scholarship should opportunity 
later arise, but which at least will give him pleasure 
and profit, and enable him to live a fuller and happier 
life«

In dealing with high school students the 
teacher need not spend too much time upon the history 
and structure of the plays. It Is sufficient for them 
to know that Shakespeare borrowed his materials from 
old chronicles, histories, and old tales, and as was 
customary in his day worked over old dramas «r>d
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collaborated with other dramatic writers.

The teacher should help students to make the
experiences of the characters their own. That the
pupils may understand these experiences and share in
the delights of Shakespeare’s art the teacher should
communicate his own admiration for the masterpieces.
He can only hope to accomplish this by giving his own
personal reasons for admiration and making the pupils
see in the plays things they would not otherwise see.
The pupils should be taught to analyze the plots, the
characters, the settings, scenes, and poetic qualities
so as to help them form their own critical judgment.
The best method is that which stimulates the pupil
into thinking for himself for "to teach people how to
think is the highest end of education, and to learn
how to think is the hardest thing a man is ever called 

1upon to do.”

^C. L. Townsend, "Shakespeare in the High 
School," Peabody Journal of Education. VI (March, 
1 9 2 9 ) ,  26ÏÏI



CHAPTER II

THE LITERARY METHOD OP TEACHING SHAKESPEARE

The successful teacher cultivates in his pupils 
the habit of turning to literature for inspirations and 
Ideals which will make for better adjustments to actual 
life situations. "Poetry is not a substitute for phi
losophy or theology or religion,nevertheless reli
gion and poetry may be linked together, for religion 
is truth and God is the Author of beauty. Shakespeare's 
plays are as open doors through which beauty and truth
may enter the mind. Since ’’adolescence is the seedtime

2of aesthetic development" the teacher can bring the 
full power of all the faculties of the human mind 
functioning into a complete harmonious action. Tnis 
Is literary appreciation. How best to accomplish this 
is the question uppermost in the mind of every English 
teacher#

Every teacher knows that in making assignments 
he must state clearly what is to be done and how it is 
to be done, provide the necessary explanation to meet

^Thomas Steams Eliot, "Shakespeare and the 
Stoicism of Seneca," Selected Essays (1st ed.j New Yorks 
Hareourt Brace and Co., 1922), p. 118.

oTracy, op. cit.. p. 150.
12
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the assignment, show the student how to connect the 
knowledge which he has previously acquired with the 
preparation of the present work, make him realize that 
the assignment is worth doing and lastly accept no 
alibis for unprepared assignments.

To introduce the treatment proper of the liter
ary method of teaching Shakespeare’s plays it is well 
to note an article referring to the Kittredge method in 
which the author reports,

I hereby take the occasion to set down— for 
girl graduates and others— the ten chief points 
of the Kittredge way, which still seem to me a 
good and great way, perhaps the only way, of 
teaching Shakespeare. 1

The ten points briefly summarized are as follows:
1. Teach your pupils that Shakespeare wrote 

plays•
2. Do not worry over a reader’s difficulties.
3. Teach your children that Shakespeare never 

fools his audience.
4. Teach your children something, but not too 

much about the Elizabethan stage.
5. Try to explain that Shakespeare was an 

Elizabethan.
6. Make your children understand that Shake

speare, being an Elizabethan, took his 
plots where he found them and used them 
according to his own good pleasure.

•^Elizabeth Jackson, "The Kittredge Way,” 
College English. IV (May, 1943), p. 483.
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7. Teach your children to know what the words 

mean*
8. Know your material.
9. Teach as though you thought Shakespeare one 

of the greatest playwrights of all time.
10* Teach as though you believed in teaching.’*’ 

Mindful of the suggestions of Kittredge, a 
short time before beginning the study of the play with 
the class, the teacher should read it from a complete 
text, that is, from one not abridged and annotated for 
high school use. Thus he will have fresh in his mind 
the entire play, the complete literary form as Shake
speare produced it. Upon the completion of the first 
reading the teacher should study the play carefully, 
act by act, scene by scene, using the Furness Variorum
as an invaluable source of reference. The teacher*s<>
intensive study, however, need not be completed before
commencing the class study but in his investigations,
he should keep well in advance of the pupils.

Most authorities advise a rapid reading of the
play with the pupils, preferably by the teacher him- '
self. Some prefer to introduce the study of the play
by reading the story from Lamb’s Tales from Shakespeare
as a preliminary to study. Some teachers find it

- —  
Ibid., pp. 483-487.
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satisfactory to have the pupils work out the story from 
the play and then read Lamb's tale as a check on the 
pupils' knowledge. Again others use Lamb's Tales 
merely for those plays which are read in addition to 
those chosen for class study. This first reading of 
the play, if done in class, ordinarily takes five 
forty-five minute periods or three sixty minute periods; 
it should acquaint the pupils witn the facts of the 
story and the chief characters. The entire study of a 
play, including the rapid reading, usually takes from 
four to six weeks depending on the ability of the class 
and the length of the periods. The average class will 
read one act each day, but if the class has ability or 
is farther advanced, it may read some of the acts out 
of recitation time and present a summary of the mate
rial read at the beginning of the next class period.
In giving assignments to freshmen, whose interest 
centers largely on plot, the teacher, should preface 
each scene with enough hints or questions to arouse the
curiosity of the students and to enable them to follow 

1the story.
One might introduce Julius Caesar to sophomores

^Charles Swain Thomas, The Teaching of English 
in the Secondary School (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1917), p. 199*
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by comparing him with contemporary heroes and ask them 
If they thought he was perfectly happy In his exalted 
position? If not what kept him from happiness? Or 
one might ask: Just what do you know about the great 
Caesar now, before you start to study this play? Would 
you not enjoy knowing more about his personal and do
mestic relations? A study of tne play will give you 
this opportunity* Julius Caesar Is not Included In 
Lamb’s Tales so perhaps the teacher’s brief, life-like 
sketch of the play or even of a single plot incident 
may suffice to awaken a real interest in the play.
Other teachers achieve good results by simply reading 
the play, studying it with the class, with recapitula
tions to outline the plot, as they proceed. If the 
teacher assign readings In advance of class work, he 
should always provide study questions, lest the pupils 
read aimlessly. Such a reading of the play in class, 
with discussion of characters, settings, and plot, «r>d 
explanations of vocabulary difficulties, generally 
takes about ten forty-five minute class periods.

Juniors and seniors, after having studied two 
plays in this way, become familiar with the language of 
Shakespeare and are better able,to do advance reading. 
For them more outside reading may be advisable but here 
as in all other cases the teacher will consider the
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aoilli/y of the class and. the extent of their mastery 
of the first plays studied} namely, The Merchant of 
Venice and Julius Caesar.

Shakespeare^ vocabulary and allusions are the 
chief difficulty for most pupils "for it must be con
stantly borne in mind that Shakespeare thinks in

1images«" If the child be made to understand the al
lusion he will not find the words difficult. To in
troduce the study of vocabulary to freshmen one might 
begin by telling them that Shakespeare had a vocabu
lary of 25,000 words. One scheme for introducing the 
student to the rich vocabulary of Shakespeare is the 
project of making individual Shakespeare dictionaries. 
Another valuable plan is to have the students keep 
notebooks in which are written explanations and mean
ings of difficult passages. The pupils should train 
themselves to jot down the new words which they meet 
in their reading, look them up In the dictionary, then 
copy them In their dictionary notebook with correct 
spelling, diacritical marking, and definition. A num
ber of anthologies have brief definitions and explana
tions of difficult words and allusions in the foot
notes. The teacher may dictate brief definitions for

^Tbld», p. 208.



the more difficult allusions lest the pupils waste time
in fruitless search. The teacher will aid the pupils
to familiarize themselves with new words by having them
use these in sentences, oral or written, better still,
in both, for ifaen a pupil has used a word correctly at
least three times, that word is his for life.

An alert teacher will vary the vocabulary
project by word and allusion quizzes similar to the
following examples based on Julius Caesar,

I, Select from the words given at the end of 
each of the following sentences, the most 
correct synonym which corresponds to the 
underlined word in the sentence and underscore it,
A. Being mechanical, you ought not walk 

upon a" laboring day without the sign 
of your profession,
(1 ) inveterate, (2 ) tradesmen. (5 )artists, (4) fugitives,*

II, Place a plus sign in the parenthesis if the 
following statements are correct, minus if incorrect,
(*f*) 1 . I am a surgeon to old shoes upon 

which I use the awl to mend them,
(—•) 2, "I’ll about and drive the vulgar

from the streets;" (I, i, ^4-v^.) * 
that is, the senators and the tribunes,

III, Select the word which most correctly completes the following:
A, "Thus did Mark Antony bid me fall down;

and being_____ " thus he bade
me say:" (III, i, 124-125.) (1)
honest, (2) wise, (3) valiant, (4) loving, (5) prostrate.

18
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IV. Insert In the parenthesis preceding each 

expression the number of the word in the 
list which exactly fits the meaning of 
that particular word.
1* barren (3) annoying, fretting
2. soothsayer (4) attired, arrayed,3. chafing dressed
4. accoutred (1) unproductive, sterile5. ferret (5) an animal with small
6. rabblement reddish eyes
7. wenches (8) gay, sportive, fond of
8. gamesome games
9. gusty (9) windy, stormy, tempes-

10. fawn tuous
11. swooned (3D) to court favor by a
1 2. Infirmity cringing demeanor

(6) disturbance, tumult
(7) servant women(2 ) a prophet

V. In each line below, underscore the word or 
phrase whose meaning Is most nearly that 
of the word at the beginning of the line.

1 . 
2. 
3 •
4.
5.

prodigies: (squanderer, omens, extrav- 
agance, profusion)• menace: (threat, communication of
joy, mendicant).

offal: (scurrilous, nuisance,
refuse, function).

cautelous: (refrain, crafty, cauterize, 
undermineT.enfranchisement: (enslaved, secretive, 
repulsive, emaneipation)•

Notebook work on allusions may be kept in the
following manner:

"You drop manna in the way of starved people". (Merchant of Venice. V, i, 294)
manna--an allusion to the manna with which the 
chosen people of God were fed in the desert.
"And let slip the dogs of war;"
(Julius Caesar. Ill, i, 273)
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let slip— a hunting term meaning to turn the 
dogs loose on the game*
H Pythagora s * tlme "
(As You Like It, III, 11, 187)
Pythagoras — an ancient philosopher who taught 
the doctrine of transmigration of souls, that 
is, the soul departing from the body of one 
animal and entering the body of another,
"Like the poor cat i* the adage?"
(Macbeth, I, vii, 44)
The adage referred to is: "The cat would eat 
fish, but she will not wet her feet,"

In the case where a word may have various meanings:
"Borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry,"
(I, iii, 77) Prom Hamlet the pupils are 
asked to look up the various meanings of 
husbandry and tell which one applies here.

Sometimes the teacher may have to give tne
sources in which the pupils will find explanations of
the allusions, and in some instances the teacher may
have to explain the allusion, where no adequate source
of information is available. Example:

"I’ll cross it, though it blast me," (Hamlet,I, i, 127) ---- ~
This passage is often explained by the use of an an- /
cient superstition that whoever crossed the path of a 
ghost would come under its evil influence; but when one 
realizes that Hamlet is laid in Catholic times, one 
realizes that Horatio is going to make the Sign of the 
Cross over the ghost.
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But a good teacher will not let vocabulary work 

degenerate into pedantry; he will require as much vork 
of pupils as they can do witn profit and pleasure, that 
they acnieve the greater objective— love and apprecia
tion of Shakespeare,

More significant than Shakespeare^ art in the 
use of words is his development and analysis of the 
character. All agree that in character-building 
teachers have an important role to play. It is the 
teacher who must afford character and Ideals worthy of 
imitation for the great objective of training is to 
lay before the child the best and highest possible 
ideal; to get that ideal impressed upon his mind in tne 
concrete form of sound principles; and lastly, so 
firmly to establish the habit of acting according to 
those principles that it will last for the rest of his 
life.

The student has to be shown examples of virtues 
in the concrete for the abstract will scarcely appeal 
to adolescents for the reason that, as Cardinal Newman 
expresses it: "Man is not a reasoning animal; he is a 
seeing, feeling, contemplating, acting animal«"1 But

■̂John Henry Newman, Discussions and Arguments 
(New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1911), p. 294.
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the teacher will use tact In presenting ideals to the
pupils— he will not force the material upon them. One
of the best approaches for the teaching of character
ideals is that of discussion and suggestion, Virginia
Craig advises that "only after we are sure that the
class are following the narrative as a moving panorama,
can we afford to emphasize the deeper interest of Char-

,,1acter.
If it cliterature^ presents essentially accu
rate pictures of life, it is necessarily, 
whether by intention or not, a revelation of 
the real nature of right and wrong in conduct, of good and bad in character, 2

The teacher may open a discussion with the question:
How are characters to be judged? In the course of the 
discussion the teacher may direct the arguments in such 
a way as to bring out the four methods ordinarily con
sidered as the basis for judging character, namely, how 
a person acts; what he says and how he says it; how 
others treat him and he reacts to their treatment; and 
lastly, what the other characters say about him.

An excellent plan illustrating this procedure 
In detail is that given by H, Ward McGraw in the

^Virginia J. Craig, The Teaching of High School 
English (Wew York: Longmans, Green & Co,, 1930), p, 66,

^Frank Chapman Sharp, Education for Character 
(Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Co,, 191?), p, 222,
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English Journal. Shylock is the character chosen for 
this study. As a motivation, a true-false test is 
given, which affords an opportunity for the student to 
express his impressions of Shylock. After the test, 
the general topic, "How we judge characters in others," 
is treated. The discussion brings out the four points 
already mentioned. McGraw warns that the arguments be 
so handled that pupils realize how because of circum
stances, such as the influence of an overpowering 
feeling or passion, a person may act in such a way as 
to lead others to form a wrong conclusion as to his 
real character. As in life, so in literature, compli
cating factors enter which should move students to seek 
the answers to the four questions concerning character 
in view of the attendant circumstances.

In the assignment the author would have the 
students: (a) list things which Shylock does, or re
frains from doing; (b) list things he says; (c) note 
his reactions to things done and said to him; (d) list 
what others say about him.

Prior to the class considerations which follow 
the assignment, the teacher should have placed on the 
board a summary of the points developed in the intro
ductory discussion. He next takes up the tabulated
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results of the test, and discusses them in light of 
the evidence which the pupils have gathered from their 
assignment. Students generally put up good arguments 
to support their impressions. The chief function of 
the teacher in the contention is to turn the student 
hack upon himself, to make him think. For instance, 
the question may he asked,— Granted that Shylock was 
keen, intelligent and a good business man, how do you 
account for the fact that he drew so faulty a bond? 
Questions of this nature, not only draw the student’s 
attention to accompanying circumstances hut also direct 
his notice to the development of character. It is ap
parent that Shylock*s ugly passion had a deteriorating 
effect, for under its power he inclined toward petti
ness and lost both self-re.spect and personal pride.

When test papers are returned, individual stu
dents are allowed to comment on their first impressions

1in the light of what has developed from the lesson*
If the teacher so desire he may have the pupils 

answer all four questions in regard to an individual 
character or he may confine the study of one group to 
one of these methods while other groups would take the

*H# Ward McGraw, ’’Shylock— A Lesson in Char
acter Interpretation for the Ninth and Tenth Years,” 
English Journal. XIX (March, 1930), 227-230.
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other three, the analysis, meanwhile centering an but 

1one character#
One authority suggests that "If the characters

are chosen before reading, each pupil keeps his eye
open for facts along the line of his choice; and, be-

2fore he knows it he has gathered his data."
Another method of teaching Shakespeare is to 

draw the students’ attention to character contrast# In 
The Merchant of Venice» one might make a study of the 
generosity of Antonio compared with the avarice of Shy- 
lock; of carefree Gratiano in contrast to the melan
cholic Antonio# In Julius Caesar among the many char
acter contrasts one might select the idealistic Brutus 
compared with the active Cassius. Calpumia is dif
ferent in almost every respect from Portia for "in the 
marriage of Caesar and Calpumia there is not, as in
the case of Brutus and Portia a real sympathy, wedding

„3heart to heart and mind to mind#" Brutus’ candor is 
plainly shown when contrasted with Mark Antony’s cun
ning. Rosalind with her wit, intelligence, beauty and'

"^Thomas, op# olt.. p. 219#
2Erama Miller Bolenius, Teaching Literature in 

the Grammar Grades and High School (Chicago: Houghton Mifflin Co~l'9157, p. 178. “
William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar P. A. 

Purcell and L. M. Somers, Editors. (Chicago: Scott, 
Poresman and Co., 1916), p. 51.

a ) .j 4i 14  t if
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love of fun is in contrast to the more quiet retiring 
nature of Celia in As You Like It. In what does Banquo 
differ from Macbeth? Both are brave and successful 
generals; botn are exposed to the same temptations, but 
because their characters are opposite they act differ
ently, and the results of their actions present the 
strong contrasts found in Macbeth» The vacillation of 
the hero in Hamlet is made more pointed "because it is 
set off by the clear-cut decision of Fortiribras."^

The influence of one character on another might 
well furnish a method to be used in teaching Shake
speare’s plays. In The Merchant of Venice Antonio has 
the greatest love for Bassanio, so great that with the 
utmost self-renunciation he is ready to die for him, 
asking only that Bassanio should not grieve. Portia 
brings out tne noblest in Bassanio, so that from a 
spendthrift or adventurer he becomes a true, devoted 
husband. Even Jessica’s unstinted praise of Portia is 
h tribute to the noble qualities she had come to ap
preciate. Cassius from his knowledge of human nature 
uses the right arguments to win Brutus, and cleverly 
controls Casca and the other conspirators. Brutus, 
though not a politician, by his strong character controls

Thomas, op. clt.. p. 220.
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the unprincipled Cassius, while Antony, accomplished in
the art of politics, finds himself overpowered by the
more masterful will of Octavius. Caesar, a despiser of
flattery, listens to the flattery of Decius and goes to
the Senate* In As You Like It Orlando appreciates the
loyalty »nd love of Adam. Celia so loved Rosalind that
she willingly accompanied her into banishment. "How
marked is the influence which Lady Macbeth exerts upon 

1her husbandi" "Macbeth and his wife are spiritually in
tunej they love and understand each other without

2speaking everything out." Horatio’s friendship cheers 
the tragic life of Hamlet, the crimes of Claudius and 
the Infidelity of Gertrude drive him well-nigh insane. 
Many other such examples will be found by alert pupils.

The teacher may also, teach the plays as a study 
of motives and call the pupils’ attention to the fact 
that the motivating forces in The Merchant of Venice 
are love, friendship and racial hatred. The love of 
the three couples for each other is obvious and is most 
clearly shown In the story of Bassanio and Portia. The 
play centers on the bond which Is based on the friendship 1

1Ibid.
^Hazelton Spencer, The Art and Life of William 

Shakespeare (New York: Marcourt, Brace and Co., 1940'), 
p. 335.
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of Antonio and Bassanio. Shy lock and Antonio's hatred 
for each other is the result of strong racial preju
dices existing then even as now. The forces at work 
in Julius Caesar are those of political corruption, 
love of power in Caesar, envy in Cassius and patriotism 
in Brutus. As a relief from intrigue and worry of the 
court, the contentment in the pastoral life of the 
forest of Arden where all the troubles are unraveled 
successfully seems the only motivating force in As You 
Like It. In Hamlet, let the pupils "watch the struggle 
between Hamlet's hesitation and his desire for action
and pick out the points in the play that you regard as 

1crucial." Ambition is the basic motive in Macbeth.
The throne and the crown are the motives for that most 
bloody murder by which Macbeth and his wife climb to 
power. Pear and guilty despair are the motives for 
their later crimes. To revenge his slaughtered family 
is the driving motive of Macduff; to revenge their 
murdered father, that of Malcolm and Donalbain. Patri
otism is an additional motive which impels both Macduff 
and the King's son to wage war and so rid the country 
of the tyrant and bring back the good old times of 
peace and harmony.

^Bolenius, op. cit., p. 163.
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Prom the study of the characters of the great 

artist it is fitting to turn to a discussion of the 
manner of treating the plots of his plays. Sometimes 
these are handled so elaborately that they are under
stood only with great difficulty. The use of highly 
technical terms is to be avoided, especially with the 
lower classes in high school. For them the plot may 
be considered merely as the story. That the pupils 
may sense the continuous development of the story (plot) 
the teacher may have them relate it as it becomes ap
parent to them in their daily reading. The assignment 
of definite topics or the asking of specific questions 
based on the acts covered, and requiring that the an
swers be couched in a paragraph is another method of 
checking the pupils' progress. Frequent "short answer 
quizzes" may also be used to advantage.

Some teachers, to enable the students to unify 
the play, have the students summarize the plot incident 
or incidents of each scene in a phrase or sentence, 
using different colored pencils to trace the unfolding 
of each of the plots in tne play. The accompanying 
chart for The Merchant of Venice is an illustration of 
the application of this method.

A lengthy explanation of Shakespeare's mastery 
of the drama should not be given to freshmen but rather



CHART OF PLOTS FCR

THE MERCHANT OF VENICE

Scene i 
Scene ii 
Scene iii

Scene i 
Scene ii 
Seen© iii 
Scene iv
Scene v 
Scene vi 
Scene vii 
Scene viii 
Scene ix

Scene i 
Scene ii

Scene iii 
Scene iv

Scene v 

Scene i

Scene ii

Scene i

Fig. 1

ACT I
Bassanio reveals his love for Portia to Antonio. 
Provisions of the will.- 
Antonio borrows money.
The stipulations of the

ACT i::
Prince Morocco arrives.
Gratiano asks to accompany BAssanio.Belmont.
Jessica sends a note to Loreiy 
They plan to elope.
Shylock is invited to supper.
Shylock leaves for supper^
The elopement.
Prince Morocco' chooses.
Shylock’s anger 
Prince of Arragoh. choose

News of Antonio’s los 
Bassanio chooses and 
Ring pledge.
Jessica and Lorenzo arri 
Letter from Antonio.
Bassanio obtains leavb-<bo go to 
Shylock will have his bond, 
Lorenzo and Jessica 
Portia makes a plan*-'
Love scene.

ACT IV
Portia outwkts Shylock.
He is pimisl^ed.r-- "
Rings are sought,.
Rings are gi^ven away»

ACT V
Bassanio and ̂ Portia are reunited in Belmont.
Rings are returned. \
.Antonio receives good news.
Lorenzo and Jessica are to receive Shylock’s goods 
upon his death.

LEGEND
Bond Plot ------ -
Casket Plot ----
Lover’s Plot ------
Ring Plot

30
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it should be postponed until third or fourth year High* 
There are some points, however, that freshmen will ap
preciate. They should learn that the underlying pur
pose of the drama is to show a conflict of human wills 
and desires through the acting of the characters, for 
the essence of drama is conflict. One character must 
want something, another must oppose him, or it may be 
that both desire and frustration have their source in 
the vacillating will of the same individual. Instances 
of such conflict are to be found in Macbeth and in 
Hamlet.

In The Merchant of Venice. Shylock wants re
venge, Portia opposes him. In Julius Caesar as soon as 
the power of Caesar is recognized by those who would 
crown him king, a conflicting force is set up by the 
conspirators. As You Like It opens with the complaint 
of Orlando against Oliver, and later the student dis
covers the conflict between Duke Frederick and his 
brother, the Senior Duke. Hamlet vacillates between 
the will to do and the accomplishment of the deed. 
"Macbeth is seen in conflict with himself, but at once 
this introspective struggle yields to his conflict with 
Lady Macbeth." This struggle of wills and desires

•^Thomas, op. clt.. p. 214.
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holds the Interest of the students, and is the tool of 
the dramatist to give unity to the play. Tracing the 
progress of the conflict through the play is a task 
which will challenge hut not exceed the ability of 
freshmen and sophomores.

In upper classes in the high school, if the 
teacher so desire, the plot discussion may include more 
intricate details. The five divisions of plot commonly 
agreed upon, namely the introduction, the rising action, 
the climax, the falling action or denouement and the 
catastrophe may be introduced to the juniors and sen
iors, while even the freshmen may be taught that ”the 
plot is the name given to the selection and arrangement 
of events to produce an effect called a climax.”’*’ 
Shakespeare arranged events so that interest gradually 
increases up to a turning point, called the rising 
action in the study of drama. The turning point is the 
climax of the play. Up to this point the rising action 
was in favor of the chief character or characters, but 
from the crisis or turning point the falling action is 
against him in a tragedy; whereas in a comedy the hero 
who in the beginning met with misfortune finds that all

^Julian L, Maline, S. J. and William J.
McGucken, S. J., Prose and Poetry for Eniovment 
(Chicago: The L. FTTIriger go., 1 9 4 0 ) p7 77g9Y
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turns out well In the end* The student, then, will 
note that unhappy is the ending in a tragedy, but happy 
in a comedy*

It is well to teach beginners the difference 
between the introduction and the rising action by tell
ing them that in the introduction is found everything 
one must know in order to understand the drama. Shake
speare I3 very conventional. He succeeds in making 
each listener, even the dullest, understand the back
ground, the opening situation and the relationship of 
the characters* The plot really begins when some in
cident which will produce results develops out of the 
exposition.

For Instance, in The Merchant of Venice, the 
introduction lets the audience know that Bassanio needs 
money in order to woo Portia; his friend Antonio has no 
ready cash. It becomes necessary for him to borrow 
from someone and agree to certain terms. When he 
agrees to sign the bond the rising action really begins 
as also the plot. Bassanio goes on his way to Belmont' 
and Antonio’s ships are reported lost at sea. Tne cli
max comes when Bassanio chooses the right casket «nd 
wins Portia* The bond plot reaches Its height or climax 
when Antonio’s debt is overdue and Shylock sues for his



pound of flesh.. Portia disguises herself as Bellario, 
the lawyer, and obtains the acquittal of Antonio to the 
discomfiture of the Jew. The accusal of Shylock as 
conspirator, against the life of a citizen is the be
ginning of the falling action of the play. The catas
trophe or final event is Bassanio’ s discovery of Por
tia *s part in the trial by means of the ring and so the 
play ends happily for everyone, save Shylock.

To introduce these five divisions to the soph
omores the teacher places on the board a cone-shaped 
diagram whose divisions are labelled: 1. introduction
2. rising action 3. climax 4. falling action 5. 
catastrophe. After the play has been read teacher and 
student discuss how this plot outline fits the play
Julius Caesar. He may tell them Act I is usually spo-

•

ken of as the introduction wherein the dramatist in
troduces the chief characters, gives the setting, that 
is the time and place of the play, and begins the plot. 
In the first scene the students meet the mob, that 
plays a really worthwhile part. The meeting of Brutus ' 
and Cassius begins the rising action which oontinues 
through the growth of the conspiracy until Caesar*s 
death in Act III, The fortunes of the chief characters 
rise until the climax, when Mark Antony*s speech turns 
the mob against Brutus and the conspirators. The

54
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falling action Includes the events between the Ides of 
March and the Battle of Philippi. The reverse fortunes 
of the murderers now hold the attention. The death of 
Brutus and the capture and death of the other conspir
ators form the catastrophe. The following chart as 
worked out by one class shows the introduction and con
clusion by the use of horizontal lines, the rising and 
falling action by oblique lines and the plot incidents 
by printing on the lines. The pupils found these 
charts of great value in picturing the dramatic struc
ture, in relating the parts to each other, and in uni
fying the whole.

For the juniors and seniors the diagram of the 
five divisions is placed on the board and the class is 
called upon to locate these divisions in As You Like

ft ---- ---- i- - i mi - i i ■uni

It, Macbeth or Hamlet. As a prelude to this activity 
it might be well to review the definitions for the 
divisions, as learned in the earlier years of high 
school.

Shakespeare owes his enduring appeal to his 
knowledge of human nature and his mastery of the art of 
poetry. Beautiful poetry is produced by use of beauti
ful words and beautiful words are made up of beautiful 
sounds. Shakespeare’s lines contain an abundance of 
the 1, the softest and most musical of all letters.
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The teacher should endeavor to teach the pupils to feel 
the beauty of passages, of single lines, or even of 
single words. It is for him to gain the art of teach
ing the children to feel the beauty of each play as a 
whole, after it has been read and discussed in detail.1.

Freshmen usually come to high school with some 
poetic experience, but the teacher will do well to 
check on the knowledge of his pupils. They may know 
that the three forms of poetry are the narrative, the 
lyric and the dramatic. They may know that narrative 
poetry is subdivided into epic, metrical romance and 
ballad; the lyric into songs, odes, sonnets and ele
gies; the dramatic into dramatic monologue and the 
drama or play, the form Shakespeare used. After check
ing on the pupils’ knowledge of poetry, the teacher will 
tell them that The Merchant of Venice is written in 
blank verse, which is iambic pentameter without end 
rhyme. He will then have them look up the meanings of 
the words lambic foot and pentametrio line. He will 
draw the attention of the pupils to the fact that 
Shakespeare frequently ends his scenes with a rhyming 
couplet. It will be left to the juniors and seniors to 
discover that Shakespeare sometimes uses other feet,

^C. L. Townsend, op. clt.. p. 275.
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especially the trochaic and that he introduces many 
other devices to relieve monotony, such as changing the 
position of the accent, introducing trisyllabic and 
monosyllabic feet, omitting syllables and lengthening 
words•

The teacher may find that he will not have to 
help the freshmen discover that Shakespeare frequently 
resorts to punning, that is, to using words of double 
meaning* Launcelot, in Act II, ii, of The Merchant of 
Venice furnishes a number of examples of the pun. 
Sophomores will make a game of locating the pun to see 
who can be the first to notice one in a scene, and who 
can find the most. Juniors and seniors should continue 
the game in the plays which they study. The anachro
nism, another favorite of Shakespeare, is the attribut- 
ing to one age of things which properly belong to an
other. In Julius Caesar. Act II. 1, 1. 192 Brutus 
sayss ”Peace count the clock”. But the Roman water- 
clocks did not strike; striking clocks were yet cen
turies in the future. Pupils will soon recognize such 
anachronisms when they meet them in their studies of 
Shakespeare.

Often members of classes will enjoy writing 
parodies, modeled on parts of the play. Even freshmen 
should be encouraged to try this, although their
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attempts are liable to be crude, and to lack the signs
of real poetry* Improvement will come as they advance
and the fun and knowledge gained is worthwhile. The
following is a pupil’s parody on Hamlet's soliloquy:

To play or not to play, ah, that's the question* 
Whether 'tis nobler to take bat in willing hand 
And strike out home runs for a screaming crowd,
Or rod in hand, ard trusty pipe in mouth,
To wander carefree, by the rippling brook*

The teacher may arouse in the pupil a growing 
appreciation for the power of poetry by drawing atten
tion to passages of marked excellence.

To incite the pupil to retain such pictures 
• . • • and to enforce the emphasis upon cer
tain significant characterizations or ethical 
truths, the teacher should demand a good deal of memory work.l

Memorization enables the students to establish 
a fund of quotations which will remain with them for 
life, but in order that the pupils treasure such a 
possession, they must thoroughly understand and appre
ciate the passages memorized* Since memory require
ments differ in courses of study outlined for different 
localities it is difficult to say just how much should 
be memorized. Some systems require a hundred lines 
from each play, others less* The minimum, as far as 
can be judged, Is fifty, but the teacher may demand as

Thomas, op* clt*. p. 210.1
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much as the pupils are capable of doing in the time 
allotted# Most teachers agree that a pupil is capable 
of learning ten lines a night, seme advocate from 
twenty to forty lines, but would not make this assign
ment for every night. In making assignments, allow
ances must be made for individual differences and 
abilities. Memorization "offers the student excellent 
mental drill, unconsciously develops poetic taste, and 
at the same time increased his working vocabulary and 
secures the retention of poetical i m a g e r y . F o r  mem
orization, however, the teacher should assign only the 
most exquisite lines for wthe play of emotion in cer
tain great crises is good material for student inter- 

,,2pretation.
The following are suggested lines for memoriza

tion:
The Merchant of Venice

Selections beginning:
I* I, 77-78
If ii, 13-28
II, vii, 65-75III, ii, 63-71
IV, i, 184-201
V, i, 54-65
V, i, 90-91

MI hold the world# . . #"
"If to do were as easy. . . *" 
"All that glisters. • . *" 
"Tell me, where is fancy 
bred. . . . "
"The quality of mercy. • ."How sweet the moon- light. . . ."
"How far that little 
candle. • . #" 1

1Ibid., p. 211.
2Bolenius, op. cit., p. 179#
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I, ii, 93-130 tt

I, ii, 135-161 tt'
II, i, 22-34 ti
II, ii, 30-37 it'

III, ii, 13-52 n
HI, ii, 78-112 H

II, I, 12 1 H ti

II, vii, 139-166 tt

II, ▼ii, 174-190 it

V, iii, 16-34 it

Julius Caesar

you. . . .' 
Why, man, 1 
bestride,• 
That lowli: 
When beggaj 
Homans, cot 
lovers. • 
Friends, 
men. . • ."

As You Like It
MSweet are t 
adversity. 
All the wor 
stage. . • 
Blow, blow 
wind. • . • 
It was a lo 
lass. • • •

Macbeth

• • •
• • •

• #

I, vii, 1-26 "If it were done. . •
II, i, 33-64 "Is this a dagger. . . ."
II, ii, 35-39 "Methought I heard a 

voice. . . . "III, ii, 13-25 "We have scotch*d the 
snake. . . . "III, ii, 45-55 "Be innocent of the 
knowledge, . . . ."

v, iii, 22-28 "I have liv'd long 
enough; • • • •"

V, V,19-28 "Tomorrow, and tomorrow, 
and tomorrow • . . ."

Hamlet
I, ii, 129-137 "0, that this too too 

solid flesh . . . ."*H iii, 59-80 "Give thy thoughts no 
tongue . . . ."

i, v, 9-21 "I am thy father's spirit . . . ."
h i , i, 56-88 "To be, or not to be. . .
h i , iii, 36-71 "0, my offence is rank, . ♦ • •
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Or as another method of selection, it might be 

well to have each member of the upper classes write 
down what he considers the five most outstanding pas
sages and have the class score them according to fre
quency, then memorize the selections chosen.

Another excellent practice to secure the memor
ization of short familiar quotations is to divide the 
class into two teams, have the sides alternate in giv
ing quotations and let the members of the other side 
identify the character who spoke the lines. The side 
scoring the greatest number of points wins the game. 
For the convenience of the teacher, an excellent list
of quotations may be found in Familiar Quotations by 

1Bartlett. The teacher may also ask the pupils to
memorize a short quotation from the assigned Act for

»

the day and give it as answer to class roll call.
The checking of the memory work, a difficult 

task for the teacher, may be performed in various ways. 
The teacher may call upon the pupil to recite the as
signed passages or he himself may give a part of the 
passage and require the student to complete it; he may 
ask for the passage in such a way that the answer will

■̂John Bartlett. Familiar Quotations (Bostons 
Little Brown & Co., 1957), pp. 4T-44;'44^4B; 50-58; 68-72; 78-90.
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demand a recall of tne situation in which it was used
as well as of the words»

Example: State in her own words, one of the arguments which Portia made with Shy lock for 
the life of Bassanio.
Prove, from his own words, that Macbeth was 
tempted to kill Duncan shortly after the first 
meeting with the witches*

Again, the teacher may have one pupil begin a 
passage and another take it up. He may for instance 
hold a memory contest with twenty pupils in relays of 
five, to give the following selection from Julius 
Caesar. Brutus* speech lines 13-31, 33-43 to be done 
by one pupil while Antony's speech is done by four 
pupils, first pupil, lines 69-103} second, lines 114- 
133; third, lines 164-192} fourth, lines 203-223. The
teacher may also check by having the pupils take pencil»
and paper and write the selection.

To check the retention of memory work the 
teacher may use daily, short oral reviews as well as 
the more formal work of the quarterly, six-weeks or 
semester test* Many teachers have experienced that 
what was learned with understanding and appreciation in 
grade school and high school remains for life, or at 
least can be revived with little effort. Other 
teachers claim that memory work should be retained for 
life, but it is actually in the pupils* possession,
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possibly for a few years, probably a year tut most 
likely until the quarterly or semester test is over* 
When this occurs the pupil either did not appreciate 
and understand what he learned or he did not learn it 
well; he merely crammed*

Among the many advantages of memory work is 
the fact that the quotations so easily learned in 
youth, give much pleasure and profit in later life; 
the memory is trained; the worthwhile passages re
called in time of need may enable the pupils to meet 
crises in their lives; and above all they come to some 
appreciation of poetry and culture.

But there are disadvantages in memory work. A 
lazy teacher may make it a means of passing the class 
time, since it does take considerable time to go 
around the class and have each pupil recite. This 
error may be remedied by employing some of the above 
mentioned methods. Another teacher may waste the time 
and the energies of his pupils by giving passages to 
be memorized with never a thought as to the value of ' 
the passage or without taking care to discover whether 
the pupils understand what they memorize. Again the 
pupil himself may be at fault. He may fulfill the 
request for memorization with no thought of 1he con
tents* In other cases the child may take more time to
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memorize the selection than is compatible with the 
good he may get out of it* Here again is a problem 
for the individual teacher to solve as each particular 
case will demand* All teachers of Shakespeare should 
be able to re-echo the words of Elizabeth Graham: “I 
want the magic of poetry, the discipline of logical 
speeches, the philosophy of penetrating wisdom to 
reach into untrained minds and hearts.”1

Since one of the primary objectives for teach
ing Shakespeare in the high school is to have the stu
dent reproduce the scenes in his own mind, the teacher 
must exhaust all the resources at his command to ac
complish this objective. As a point for beginning 
the teacher may, as it were, give some setting-up 
exercises. Give to freshmen a list of objects, such 
as car, horse, a bunch of violets, a stormy day or 
freshmown hay and as each object is named ask them to 
describe what they see in their mind. After exercises 
with a single object give them animated groups, a car 
accident, a man running to catch a train, two girls 
studying, a team quarreling with the umpire cr any 
appropriate scenes* In a similar manner develop the

^Elizabeth Graham, ”What Literature Shall We 
Teach Now?” English Journal. XXXIV (April, 1945),190*



scenes of tne play. Diagrams of the scenes drawn on 
the blackboard will greatly help the pupil to follow 
the action more intelligently.

After reading a scene from a play the teacher 
may s a y 1"Without glancing back, see whether you can 
tell the entrances and exits in this last scene, flow 
look at your text to see whether you have visualized 
correctly the action on the stage.tt

Another scheme which has been employed suc
cessfully to achieve visualization is to have the 
pupils write out directions for stage setting or for 
the action of different characters at various places 
in the play. The teacher may assign different scenes 
to individual pupils to make drawings or sketches, of 
the characters on the stage; or to make drawings to 
illustrate certain passages. Another suggestion is 
to have the pupils imagine the action thrown upon a 
screen asking:— "How would you arrange the actors for 
this scene and characters? Or, as you go through the 
play, picture each scene as you would like to see it ' 
on the stage. Think of the setting, costume and ac
tion. See how many pictures you can gather of produc
tions of the play you are studying. Bring them to 
class to put on the bulletin board.** The teacher may 
also allow the students to tell how they visualize
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each scene. Pupils will thus learn from each other.

For the older pupils the teacner may give the 
following directions: — "If this play were produced in 
modem dress, what would the leading characters wear 
in their most important scene? Bring in magazine 
pictures of people who approach your idea of the two 
most interesting characters. Describe from memory the 
most outstanding incidents and what the characters did 
■under the circumstances— facial expression, various 
emotions portrayed and so an. Select lines from the 
play which would suggest subjects for a magazine 
illustrator, a painter or a sculptor. Describe the 
appearance and personality of the most suitable actor 
for a given role in tne play. Write out descriptions 
of the setting for a film version of the play. Pick 
out scenes that you think would be very impressive in 
pantomime, and defend your choice• ” Students are 
surprisingly original in the sketches of the charac
ters and scenes and they enjoy discussing their art 
productions, even though they may be merely stick men ' 
and box houses.

Not much time need be given to the discussion 
of background with high school students. In general 
have the pupils find out the location of the play and 
the century in which it is placed. Have sophomores,
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Juniors and seniors consult a reliable history for an 
account of the manners and customs of the time. Then 
note to what an extent Shakespeare has incorporated 
tnese customs into the play. Of course, all this is 
to he done to an extent compatible with high school 
work. Some teachers advocate giving these historical 
facts back of the play in brief outline form to avoid 
overmuch reference work. But in either case the 
teacher is responsible for bringing out the basis of 
the story, that is, how much is true and how much fic
tion. A teacher who can quickly and entertainingly 
impart facts concerning the background essential for 
the interpretation of the play will succeed in bring
ing difficult literature within the grasp of average 
pupils* *

Authorities differ as to when the biography of 
Shakespeare should be studied. Some advocate getting 
the pupils interested in the play and through the play 
arouse curiosity about the author* Others prefix a 
study of tne author’s life to the work itself, saying' 
that pupils can judge better about the work of a man 
if they know something of the man himself. At the 
first meeting of the class the biography is assigned, 
different pupils or different sections are to report 
from different sources. Freshmen are required to get
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only the elementary facts about Shakespeare*s life, 
namely, date and place of birth, his family, schooling, 
marriage, children, date of his leaving home, estab
lishment as a playwright, the purchase of land in 
Stratford, his return to Stratford, and his death in 
1616, The other classes may add more information con
cerning the myths and legends which have accumulated 
about his life. Juniors and seniors should be re
quired to study more intellectually the customs and 
conditions of the period in which Shakespeare lived.

The literary method will, in the hands of a 
good English teacher, become a key which will open to 
pupils the treasures of diction and imagery, of char
acterization and of plot, of historical event, folk 
lore and religious custom— all which adds up to make 
the genius of Shakespeare.



CHAPTER III

THE SOCIALIZED METHOD

"Man is by nature a social animal; that is, he
is intended to live his life, not alone, but in company

„1with his fellow human beings •" In order to get the 
greatest happiness out of this social life the individ
ual must be taught "knowledge of self, of the world and 

2of God," which eventually should lead to the culmina
tion or dawn of that greater social life in heaven. 
Hence the teacher attempts to inculcate in the hearts 
of youth "the qualities of a sound education whose
principal function is to fit a person for his life

3work by the formation of his character." An individ
ual of character is one who lives his life according 
to principles. Reverend Ernest Hull says:

A principle is some pregnant idea relating to 
conduct grasped firmly by the mind, branded 
in consciousness, brooded over, elevated into 
a standard of action, and applied habitually to circumstances as they arise.4

"̂Edwln P. Healy, Moral Guidance (Chicago:
Loyola University Press, 1943), p. 41.

^Rudolph J* Meyer, S. J., First Lessons in the 
Lives of the Saints (St. Louis: B.’Ter&'er,""T9,0iij, p. 10.

5Ibid., p. 266.
4Ernest Hull, S. J., The Formation of Character 

(London: Cassell and Co., 1911), p. 11.
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If in using the socialized method, Shake

spearean plays are taught with an emphasis on prin
ciples of action, through a study of the characters, 
the students will be led to a greater understanding of 
life and consideration for their fellow human beings* 
Strictly speaking, the social method seeks to make the 
historical period, which brought the plays into being, 
relive In a modern setting* However, the modern in
terpretation of the socialized method calls for greater 
pupil activity, pupil conducted classes, pupil proj
ects, student guided plans and so on, with the teacher 
In the background motivating and activating the group 
in such an unobtrusive way that the pupils themselves 
believe that they are bearing the brunt of the whole
undertaking* If the teacher can be the hidden, domi-»
nating principle in assisting the pupils to complete 
such a plan or project, then the time spent is produc
tive of good results for

By relating the piece of literature to students* 
normal activities • • • *and so capitalizing the 
Interests of young people, they develop a momen
tum which arouses the students' enthusiasm, 
draws upon all their powers, and so creates an 
emotional atmosphere for the classic, which 
sharpens its edges, heightens Its effects, and 
makes it an unforgettable experience in the lives of these adolescents*^

^Louise Taggert and George E* Haefner, "Two 
Methods of Teaching Macbeth," English Journal. XXIII (June, 1934), 543* ------
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In order to make the past relive, then, in the 

present, the teacher will utilize all the means at his 
disposal such as the radio, movies, modern theater, 
newspaper and all the modem conveniences with which 
the child is familiar* Projects along these lines 
have been worked out successfully and enthusiastically* 
Students enjoy doing things and the producing of a 
"movie”, the publishing of a newspaper or the writing 
of a radio script has a charm and thrill even for the 
dullest*

The following methods show how The Merchant of
Venice has excellent sources for a motion picture? why
Julius Caesar makes perfect material for a radio
script; the way As You Like It takes the form of a
modem Broadway hit; in what manner a modem newspaper
gives the latest about Macbeth; and lastly, In what
degree Hamlet allows the modem youth to compare his
problems with his and both agree

The time is out of joints 0 curs*d spite,
That ever I was b o m  to set it rightt (I, v, 189-190)

Since The Merchant of Venice is for most fresh
men their first Shakespearean experience, under the 
socialized method this play may be developed as a sce
nario. Five weeks are amply sufficient for most 
classes to work out such a project*
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A description of this plan seems in order. Tne 

stage on which the "movie” is shown consists of a box 
about two feet by two and a half and less than a foot 
thick. Two rolls made from broom handles are mounted 
in holes drilled in the sides of the box, one near the 
top and the other near the bottom so that they can be 
turned easily. The film on which the scenes are drawn 
or sketched is made of sign cloth, (ordinary wrapping 
paper may be substituted), and when completed is placed 
on the top roll and fastened to the bottom roll. Ordi
nary crayolas or crayons are best for coloring. Show
card colors crack when the film is rolled.

To begin the study of the play tne teacher 
briefly explains the stage in Shakespeare's day. If at 
all possible he should show piotures of the stage and 
then post them on the bulletin board for further in
spection. Outside reading from reference books should 
be encouraged. The play is then introduced by the 
teacher’s telling Lamb's tale of The Merchant of Venice 
or his own version which might run something like this: 
"In this play you are really going to enjoy four 
stories instead of just one. As you will soon see, 
Shakespeare took these stories and wove them together 
in a very interesting way. The first is about a cruel, 
miserly old man, who, when his enemy needed money, made
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him sign a contract or bond. Tnis contract if carried 
out would result in the poor signer1s death. Then, how 
many of you know what a psychological test is? Haven't 
you heard of people taking psychological tests for this 
and that and the other thing? Well, the second story 
is about a father who devised a sort of psychological 
test, which, the suitor, best fitted to win his daugh
ter, would have to pass before he could marry her. A 
thrilling elopement makes up the third story. Finally, 
there is the story of the giving away of a ring which 
a man promised his wife never to relinquish.”

With this introduction, the class begins the 
rapid reading of the play. One act each day or if the 
class has ability, read Act I, tell enough of the
second act to arouse curiosity and interest, then as-*■
sign the second act as outside reading. Have the 
pupils summarize the previous act at the beginning of 
the next class period to see how well they have grasped 
the story and then continue the reading. For some 
classes the teacher may find it better to give a mimeo
graphed short-answer quiz similar to the following:

Act I
1. Bassanio asks for money to woo2 # Fortla's home was in •3 • Of all her suitors finds thegreatest favor in the eyes of Portia.
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4, Shylock hated Antonio because he was a ♦
5* Antonio borrowed________ducats of Shylock

for months»6» The forfeit for failure to pay the bond was 
a _______of ______  .

7.    was Portia1 s maid.
8.   speaks an infinite deal of noth

ing, more Ihan any other man in all Venice.
9. Salarino and ________attempt to analyze

Antonio* s .
10. The lottery which Portia*s father had de

vised was contained in three _________ •
Act II

1. The Prince of ________arrives in scene I to
make his choice of the .

2. Launcelot Is a servant ot but seeks
to enter the service o f ________  .

3. The father of Launcelot was named
and his mother .

4. _asks to accompany Bassanio to
•

5. The name of Shylock*s daughter Is .
6. Launcelot bears a letter from i'o

♦7. Lorenzo*s torchbearer will be _____ __
in _____________•

8. ”Who chooseth me shall gain what many men
desire” was the inscription on the casket o f ____________ .

9. The caskets were made of , #
and ___________•

10. The Prince of Arragon draws the portrait of a blinking .
Act III

1. Salanio reports to Salarino that Antonio haslost a .
2. Shylock*s daughter gave a ring in exchangefor a ______.
3. In the leaden casket which Bassanio chose hefound a of .
4. Together with herhouse, her servants and

herself, Portia gave Bassanio a ______ which
he was never to part from, lose or give away.
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5. Gratiano claims he "got a promise of this 

fair one here to have her love”. Who is
6. "The paper as the body of my friend, end

every word in it a gaping wound, issuing 
life blood"--Who is this friend?_____

7. Portia tells Lorenzo that she and Werissa
are going to a __________ •8. Portia commits the management of her houset o ______  and _______ during her absence.

9. Doctor Bellario, who is Portia’s cousin,
lives i n __________•

10. Balthasar is a servant of _________ and
bears a to Padua*

Act IV
1. The opening scene takes place in a ________

of __________ •2. Portia as a doctor of the law asks the Jew
to be .

3. Who spoke these words first--"A Daniel come
to judgment"?____________

4* The Jew claims a of to be
cut nearest the merchant* s __________ _•

5. What did Shylock refuse in open court?
•6. ^hyYock1s sentence was: "For half thy wealth,

it is the other half comes to the general n
— . . . — » - - - - M M - « » — « - « » *  ^7. Portia (does, does not) get the ring from 
Bassanio.

8. Upon Shylock*s death naif of his goods is to
go to .9. Portia asks Antonio for his____ _____ as a
remembrance.

10. _____  shows jjierissa the way to the
Jew*s house*

Act V
1. ________ __b rings word that Portia will re

turn to Belmont before morning.
2. Portia is accompanied by a ______ ________

and her maid.
3. Lorenzo will draw his mistress Portia, home

with *
4. Portia upon herreturn first comments upon

the light of a _____________ .
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5« Gratiano and werissa have their first 

quarrel over a .
6* Who "squeals" upon Bassanio?___________
7. Bassanio claims he gave the to a

civil doctor*
8* Portia gives Antonio a letter in which he

learns his ____ _____ are safe*
9, werissa gives t o ____ and a

special deed of gift from Shylock.
10. Antonio dares to be bound again that

will never more break faith to his wife *
The rapid reading of the play should be com

pleted in five forty-five minute class periods or in 
three sixty minute periods. When the rapid reading is 
completed and the teacher is satisfied, either by 
quizzes or summaries, that the pupils have grasped the 
stories, he may discuss with the class the possibility
of making ffiae Merchant of Venice into a scenario*
Since a thorough knowledge of the cnaracters is essen
tial to this type of project it might be well to have 
the pupils keep notebook jottings of the characters 
which answer to the three questions: what the cmracter
does, what tne character says and what others say about 
him. A pupil may be assigned one character throughout 
the play, or better several of the principal charac- '
ters. For example:

Portia— Fair, rich, of wondrous virtue.
Gratiano— too wild, too rude, and bold of voice. Launcelot--a merry devil,
Antonio— A kinder gentleman treads not the earth. 

In this type of study as many scenes may be assigned
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daily as the pupils can manage* Each student may be 
required to list not only characters but also the 
difficult words and their meanings, and in addition, 
his own story of each act. As the pupils read the 
play for the second time have them visualize each 
scene as it might be presented on the stage.

Most of the pupils realize after the first 
reading that the principal characters of The Merchant 
of Venice are Antonio, Bassanio, Portia and Shylock; 
the less important or subordinate ones are Lorenzo, 
Jessica, Tubal, Gratiano, Nerissa, the Duke of Venice, 
suitors to Portia, servants and friends. Each pupil 
will be asked to prepare in pencil or water color, a 
sketch that will best illustrate each scene. These 
sketches will be added to the notebook collection, 
naturally, some pupils are better artists than others, 
but each is required to perform this assignment, even 
if stick men characters be the limit of artistic 
ability. Others may make caricatures of actors, giv
ing their own impressions of how the players should 
look in the scene in question. This assignment always 
adds fun to the project, how youngsters do love itl 
There are twenty scenes, so twenty drawings are ex
pected from each student. These drawings may be sub
mitted as soon as completed. To prompt the imagination
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of the slow ones the teacher will see tnat reference 
books are available while the work is in progress.

When all sketches are finished the members of 
the class will vote on the best sketch for each scene, 
and the artist whose work is selected is allowed to 
reproduce his copy on the sign cloth, labeling it with 
the proper title, the act and the scene which it rep
resents» When all the acts and scenes have been com
pleted on the roll the picture is then shown on the 
screen in the manner of slides as each pupil in turn 
relates the story of one particular scene. Students 
find great pleasure and satisfaction in presenting 
this ’’movie” before an assembly.

The following is a description of the sketches 
submitted by one class working on this project.

I# i. Antonio is pictured talking to Bassanio 
while two separate groups of men are 
departing in the distance.

I# ii. Portia and JNerissa are seen conversing. 
A man servant is entering the room.

I* iil. Shylock is in conversation with Antonio 
and Bassanio,

II# i. Prince of Morocco is greeting Portia, 
flerissa is at the left and retinue of 
servants remain in the background.H H «• ii. A smartly dressed young man is talking 
to an old man with a basket. Three 
men are in the distance.

II# iii. The same smartly dressed young man 
talks to a young woman.II, iv. Pour men coming down the street are 
accosted by the smartly dressed young 
man who is handing one of them a letter
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H H %» V,

II, vl.

HH vii.

II* vili.

HH lx.

III, i.

HI* ii.

III, iii.
III, iv.

III, V.

IV, i.

IV, ii.

V, i.

The smartly dressed young man and Shylock are turned toward a young woman who is shown entering the room*
Two masked men are waiting and two more are coming from the house,
A man in meditative mood is standing 
before the three caskets with Portia and 
JNerissa in the foreground and servants in the background.
Another street scene; two men making 
gestures seem to be discussing something of utmost importance,
A servant is approaching Portia and 
Nerissa, Prince and attendants are departing.
Shylock and Tubal are talking. Solanio, 
Salerio and servant are walking down the street,
Bassanio is before the caskets, Portia 
is seated twisting a handkerchief, 
werissa is standing by with Gratiano benind her.
Street scene, Shylock (gesticulating 
to three other men, one a jailer),
Portia and i^erlssa are talking to Jessica 
and Lorenzo. Servant is waiting respectfully,
Launcelot and Jessica are talking,Lorenzo is entering the room.
Court scene. Shylock is whetting his 
knife. Antonio and Bassanio are pictured together, Portia is standing with the bond in her hand,
Gratiano is giving a ring to Portia, werissa stands behind.
Portia, flerissa, Lorenzo and Jessica are 
receiving Bassanio, Antonio, Gratiano and the others.

Since the play has been made so vivid to the 
boys and girls, they will surely want to know something 
about the author. For freshmen, the teacher need not 
go into lengthy detail concerning Shakespeare*s life,
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but he should see to it that the pupils place a few 
of the most outstanding facts in their notebooks, such 
as; jno other figure is so widely known, so often 
quoted, or so influential upon other writers* Shake
speare was bora at Stratford-on Avon in 1564. His 
father, John Shakespeare, was a farmer-merchant; his 
mother, Mary Arden came of the gentry* Shakespeare 
attended the grammar school of his native village.
He was married to Anne Hathaway in 1582. His children 
were Susannah and the twins Hamnet and Judith* He was 
established as a playwright in London by 1592. On 
April 23, 1616, his fifty-second birthday, he died and 
was buried in Stratford*

The "movie" project may also be enlarged into 
a "talkie"* For this second project, the class is 
divided into five groups or committees. Group one 
takes care of the casting and directing; group two, 
of the costumes; group three of the settings; group 
four of the scenario and group five of the properties* 
Each group plans with its chairman what is to be done ' 
and how. Then the chainnen of the five groups meet 
to decide how the work is to be apportioned. Part of 
the class periods may be allowed for the various 
groups to discuss their problems, to straighten out 
their difficulties, to ask questions, or to seek
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advice* The teacher remains in the background, fur
nishing lists of reference books, aiding the pupils to 
locate material, or answering questions* After a 
requisite length of time, perhaps two weeks, the 
groups bring to class reports of their findings* Mem
bers of the class will probably criticize the actors, 
the casting group has selected, find fault with the 
costumes, and so on* Here is the place for the vari
ous committees to show what they have learned from the 
reference books and to support what they have done by 
their authority*

The teacher will not expect a perfect scenario 
from the class but the experience of working together 
and of producing a thing they can call their own is a
positive help in the development of character. The

*

movie project will make the boys and girls love The 
Merchant of Venice and remember the play with delight* 
When they become sophomores they will be eager to add 
to their knowledge of Shakespeare by producing a radio 
script of Julius Caesar*

The play Julius Caesar will be introduced to 
the class not as a work of fiction but as an actual 
event in the history of nations. The teacher's use of 
books and pictures will go far to enliven the study of 
the play. The teacher may say to her class:
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wIn order to understand well the play we are 

going to read, It Is necessary to know something about 
Roman history. Perhaps you already know from your 
Latin or World History that according to an old legend 
Rome was founded in 753 B.C. At first it was but a 
tiny village on the banks of the Tiber, but like other 
towns you may have heard about, it grew steadily in 
power and importance until during the first century 
before the coming of Christ it was the greatest city 
in the world, controlling all of Italy, Greece, Asia 
Minor, and large parts of Western and Southwestern 
Europe.

At first Rome was a monarchy, but the early 
kings, many of whom were bloody and cruel tyrants, 
were driven out. For centuries after the city was a 
republic, under the government of two consxils and a 
number of less important officials. As time went on 
the government became corrupt and one leader after an
other assumed power and held it as long as he could.

Caius Julius Caesar, the hero of our drama, 
was born of a patrician family about a hundred years 
before the birth of Christ. At a very early age 
Caesar entered political life. In spite of his be
longing to the nobility he became a leader of the ple
beians, the common people. He helped defeat the
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patrician leader, Sulla, and united himself with Pompey 
and Crassus, the two most powerful men of Rome. His 
greatest work, which you perhaps remember from your 
Latin text, was done in the province of Cisalpine and 
Transalpine Gaul— now France, Belgium and Southern 
Germany. Here he conquered many barbarian tribes, set 
up wise and just governments and added to Rome’s pres
tige and power. He, too, so gained in power and pres
tige that Pompey, his former ally, became alarmed 
collected an army to oppose him. Crassus, his other 
ally, was dead. Caesar crossed the Rubicon, swept 
through the country with his legions and completely 
overcame it. Pompey fled to Greece and then to Egypt, 
where he was murdered. Caesar, now master of Rome, 
returned to the capital and there he was appointed 
consul for ten years. Perhaps he realized his military 
career was over, for he established himself in the city 
of Rome and devoted his time to reforms he hoped to 
bring about.

Like other great men he had his enemies. Some' 
of his associates were jealous of his power and popu
larity. Others believed that he really threatened the 
ancient liberties of the Roman people. It was thought 
that he desired not only the substance of authority 
but that he was planning to make Rome an Empire and
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himself the Emperor* So a conspiracy of many promi
nent men was formed against him and he was assassinated 
on the Ides of March, 44 B.C*

Such are the historical facts. The play which 
you are about to read tells the story of the conspir
acy, the murder, and the results of the deed, Caesar 
himself is seen but for a short time. As you read the 
play you will notice the sharply contrasted characters 
of two of the conspirators, Brutus and Cassius. An
other character, Mark Antony, will hold your attention 
as the one who avenges Caesar’s death but in so doing 
furthers his own interests.”

A few impromptu questions, similar to the 
following, might well be given here to test how fully 
the pupils have grasped the,background.

1. According to an old legend when was Rome founded? Where?
2. In what century did Rome reach the peak of her greatness?
30 How was the city governed at first?
4« Why was its manner of government changed?
5. Was Caesar a patrician or a plebeian bv birth?
6. Of what party did he became a leader?
7. What two other men formed the first triumvirate with Caesar?
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8. How did Caesar finally become a leader 

by himself?
9* When was he assassinated? By whom?
10, Why was he assassinated?

Although the historical background is essen
tial to the understanding of the play the manner of
approach might vary# In an article in the English

1Journal, Helen Lisman, reports she introduced the 
Roman setting to the play by announcing a Roman party 
two days before beginning the study of the drama. The 
home economic girls prepared Roman refreshments, which 
led to the discussion of Roman customs. Members of 
the World History class who had completed the study of 
the Roman Empire contributed the story of Caesar. At 
the party, the games played were given Roman names and 
met Roman requirements# The next day when they began 
the play the characters were alive, not the musty, 
moth-eaten, old bores the pupils expected them to be.

After the introduction, the play is read rapid
ly for the general idea of the story and some knowledge 
of the characters. However, the study of the charac
ters should be a little more advanced than the previous 
year. The pupils are asked to find specific quotations 
to show what a character does, what he say3 and what

"hielen Lisman, "Teaching Plan for Julius 
Caesar,” English Journal. XXX (April, 1941), 316.
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others say of him. Statements are given the pupils and 
they must find the quotations which prove them. Thus: 
Prove by citations or quotations in the text:

1. Cassius was an excellent reader of character.
2. Cassius was jealous, envious.
3. Cassius was a man of action.
4* Brutus was noble.
5. Brutus was patriotic.
6. Brutus was an honorable man.
7. Brutus was a tender man.
8. Brutus tests life by his own high ideals.
9. Brutus was a man of thought.

10. Caesar is superstitious.
11. Caesar is ambitious.
12. Caesar is haughty and overbearing.
13. Caesar is a good judge of men.
14. Antony was a man of action.
15. Casca was crude, blunt.
16. Casca is controlled by circumstances.
17. Cassius and Casca desire to have Brutus 

among the conspirators.
18. Portia was a true and noble wife.
19. Antony was not an honest man.
20. Cassius makes a dupe of Brutus.

Other excellent questions for character study are to be
1found in Prose and Poetry for Appreciation. When the 

character study has been completed the teacher checks 
the knowledge of the pupils by giving the following 
test:

WHO IS HE?
1

1. He has a lean and hungry look; he thinks
too much: such men are dangerous.________

2. I love the name of honor more than I feardeath. ____

^Julian L. Maline and William J. McGucken, ed. 
Prose and for Appreciation (Syracuse: L. W.Singer Co., 1940), pp. 854-963.
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3# And that same eye whose bend doth awe the 

world did lose his luster»
4* Why, man, he doth bestride the narrow world 

like a Colossus»___________
5» He is a great observer, and he looks quite 

through the deeds of men;_______________ _
6» This rudeness is a sauce to his good wit»

7* Such men as he never at heart’s ease whiles 
they behold a greater than themselves»

8. Thou art noble; yet, I see, thy honorablemetal may be wrought from that it is dis- 
pos * d._____________

9. For he is given to sports, to wildness and
much company»_______________

10. But when I tell him he hates flatterers,
He says he does, being then most flattered.

11. Let me tell you, you yourself are much con
demned to have an itching palm,____ ______

*

12* I have made strong proof of my constancy, 
Giving myself a voluntary wound here, in 
the thigh.______________

13. The things that threatened me ne’er look’d
upon my back; when they shall see the face 
of __________, they are vanished.

14. You are yoked with a lamb that carries
anger as the flint bears fire:____________

15* wot that I loved Caesar less, but that I 
loved Rome morel______________

16. There is no terror in your threats: For
I am aimed so strong in honesty, that they 
pass by me as the idle wind, which I respect not._____________
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17« His life was gentle and the elements so 

mix*d in him that Nature might stand up 
and say to all the world "This was a 
man."____________

18« For he is superstitious grown of late»
19, Tnis was the noblest Roman of them all:

20« My heart doth joy that yet in all my life
I found no man but he was true to me*____ _____

As a rule after the completion of the first 
reading, the choice of the manner of treatment should 
be left to the class, but for the present purpose the 
writing of a radio script will be suggested. As a pre
liminary to the script, and as an aid to their notebook 
work, the pupils are asked to picture mentally, the 
situation in each scene« They should, in imagination, 
group the characters on the stage and try to discover 
what sort of person each character is, as they listen 
to his words, hear what others are saying of him and 
judge his actions« Tney should envision the characters 
as living people and try to understand why they have 
become what they are; they should look for their mo- i
tives and reasons for acting as they do.

After discussing the possibility of a broad
cast, tiie class selects a committee of three, respon
sible for the unity, continuity and completion of the 
script. The class itself, is also divided into three
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groups. Group A selects from the play the scenes which 
are to be included in the broadcast, the material which 
is to serve as special broadcasts, news reports, news 
flashes, news bulletins and communiques. Anyone in the 
class may submit to this group or to either of the 
other groups written suggestions concerning the broad
cast* Interest is oftentimes aroused and initiative 
and originality encouraged if merit points are offered 
for these suggestions. If the suggestion offered is 
accepted and used a greater number of points should be 
awarded*

All stage business is turned over to Group B. 
The members of this group are responsible for sound 
effects, such as directions for voice control, the 
shouting, clamor and noise .of the mob, music, sennets, 
flourishes and the like,--whenever the play calls for 
sound. Music should announce the entrance of Caesar 
and his train for example. This group is to take care 
of the timing of the program, station identifications 
and transcriptions*

Group C writes the script for the announcer—— 
special broadcasts and news reports which are to be 
included. For instance, if Group B decides to make a 
special broadcast of Caesar’s triumph on the feast of 
the Lupercal, their aspiring announcer will doubtless
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speak of the early afternoon, the clear Italian sky, 
the expectancy of the crowd gathered to watch the pro
cession. He may have some of the more prominent citi
zens address a few words through the microphone. The 
present generation is quite familiar with radio pro
grams, radio orators, cheering and jostling crowds and 
will have no difficulty in giving their version of the 
events of tne play in true radio fashion. In fact the 
teacher will find most of the members of the class 
writing their own individual scripts.

One class for their special broadcasts used 
Caesar’s triumphal procession on the feast of the 
Lupercalia, Act I, scene ii and the funeral scene Act 
III, scene li. flews bulletins, which were broadcast 
during musical programs and.other programs which they 
arranged for the occasion, were the assassination of 
Caesar, and the reports of the suicides of Cassius 
later Brutus. Mews reports included the imprisonment 
of Flavius and Marullus for disrobing the images; de
scription of the particulars of the murder of Caesar; 
the names of the conspirators and the supposed reasons 
for their participation in the murder. The sooth
sayer’s warning, too, made the news as did also 
Artemidorus's warning to Caesar. The lynching of
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Ginna, the poet, by the frenzied mob was broadcast to 
the radio audience* Hews flashes covered the escape 
of the conspirators to Sardis where they encamped with 
an army; the formation of a second triumvirate; the 
purge ordered by these three men. Rumors of a breach 
between Cassius and Brutus were also included with the 
communiques which came from Philippi and other battle 
grounds, flews of the capture of Lucilius and Messala 
as also of the fall of young Cato was included in the 
script.

After the completion of such a script, the 
characters will be as vivid for these youngsters as 
that boy or girl across the aisle*

After preparing a radio script of Julius Caesar 
and a "movie" of The Merchant of Venice the class, as 
juniors, will be eager for the production of a modem 
version of As You Like It. They will familiarize them
selves with the characters by finding quotations de
scribing the characters, by writing character sketches, 
by giving summaries of the acts, the theme of the play, 
the setting, a skeleton of the plot, and the part each 
character takes in the development of the plot or 
story, as well as descriptions of the stage setting 
for each scene. The pupils will make these entries in
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their notebooks as the study of the play progresses*
Upon the completion of the rapid reading of 

the play, the class will discuss the modernizing of As 
You Like It* Adventure, disguise, and plenty of 
trouble offer clever material for this project. The 
class may change the minor details of the plot itself, 
but they must keep the characters true to the traits 
Shakespeare gave them.

Assignments will be made at the discretion of 
the teacher; however, each pupil will be required to 
prepare a Dramatis Personae in the order of the en
trance of the characters with a brief description of 
each as is done in modern play books, for example: 
Orlando de Boys— athletic type of young man. A frank 
open character. Adam— -an o^d family servant, loyal 
to Orlando. Oliver de Boys— a cruel, selfish elder 
brother. The pupils will proceed in like manner for 
the remaining eighteen characters, if all the char
acters are to be used. The Dramatis Personae when 
completed will indicate to the teacher the pupils* 
mastery of the characters. Having previously read the 
play, the pupils will have grasped the main action of 
the plot* In order to know if they have visualized 
the action clearly the teacher will ask for floor plans
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of the stage showing the entrances, and exits, and the 
position of the principal stage furnishings or proper
ties. The next requirement will be the writing out of 
the necessary introductory stage business. This will 
include the time when the action occurs, where it takes 
place, and a brief description which will enable the 
reader to visualize the stage. The style and costumes 
of the characters will also be mentioned#

In writing the play, the pupils will use the 
dialogue, but in modem form. They may condense or 
omit portions of it, if they increase the dramatic 
effect. Members of the class will write the name of 
the character before each speech. They also write in 
the directions the actors will need, such as position 
on the stage, posture, movements and manner of speak
ing. Students will indicate at the right place each 
entrance and exit. Whether the teacher divides the 
class into groups as was done for the radio script, or 
has three or five of the best pupils form a committee; 
and each pupil write a scene, with the committee re
vising and connecting the scenes, depends to a great 
extent on the number of pupils in the class and their 
ability.

After the first reading of the play, one class
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met to discuss plans for their modern As You Like It. 
First, they selected a committee of three, whicn with 
the aid of the teacher, was responsible for the re
vision of the material the pupils handed in, and the 
final touches of the play. One of the three was ap
pointed chairman. She then asked the class if they 
were satisfied with the setting as it was, or should 
it be changed. One pupil said he would like to have 
it shifted to the Black Forest in Germany, for he had 
read of one of the royal family of Belgium hiding 
there during World War II. Another suggested having 
the forest nearer home, in Maine for instance*

After much discussion, the class finally de
cided to have the scene laid in the forest of one of 
the Spanish Peaks near the Sangre de Christo range in 
the Rockies of Colorado. The deBoys home became a 
beautiful ranch located in the broad fertile valley at 
the foot of the peak* Several miles distant was the 
Dude Rancn of Duke Frederick, now Frederick Dooke, a 
wew York steel magnate, who spent his summers on his 
ranch in company with his daughter Celia and niece 
Rosalind*

In shifting the setting to the United States 
other minor changes had to be made in the plot. The
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class had the wrestler Charles, who Is a guest at the 
Dude Ranch, visit Oliver and tell him how Frederick 
’’framed" his brother, the senior Dooke, swindled him out 
of his business and is now enjoying his lands and rev
enues, The senior Dooke and several junior members were 
forced to hide out in the mountainous forests of Colo
rado.

With this minor change in the setting and plot, 
the twenty-two scenes of the play were numbered and 
placed in a box, and the numbers were drawn by members 
of the class. Those scenes which were longer were sub
divided so that each student had something for which he 
was responsible. The skeleton of the modernized play, 
after the committee and the teacher had revised the 
material, was as follows: Ĵ ct I, scene I is in a garden 
belonging to the deBoys family. The family is well 
known for their fancy breeds of cattle and horses. The 
father, who had died a few months previous, made his 
oldest son, Oliver responsible for the education and 
well being of the two younger sons, Jacques, (better 
known as Jake), and Orlando. In the opening scene 
Orlando is complaining to Adam that Oliver will not 
let him go to college, and of his, mistreatment in 
general. The two brothers quarrel in this scene.
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After Orlando and Adam leave, Dennis, a hired man, 
tells Oliver of the arrival of Charles, the wrestler* 
Charles relates to Oliver all the gossip of the Dude 
Ranch. Scene ii takes place on the lawn before the 
Dude Ranch home. Frederick and his guests, among whom 
is a Mr* Touchstone, a comedian, and the two girls, 
Celia and Rosalind, watch the wrestling match in which 
Orlando overcomes Charles* With Rosalind and Orlando 
it is boy meets girl and love takes over. Rosalind 
gives Orlando a gold chain from around her neck. In 
scene iii, Rosalind is ordered from her uncle’s house 
never to return. Celia as Aliena Meade and Rosalind 
as Jerry Meade literally flee to the mountains with 
Mr* Touchstone in his old Ford, inhich hopelessly breaks 
down two miles from the edge .of the forect and the 
refugees walk the remainder of the way.

The first scene of Act II is in the mountainous 
forest itself, where the Senior Dooke and his friends, 
dressed in overalls and lumber jackets, are enjoying 
themselves. In scene ii of this same act, Frederick 
discovers the disappearance of Celia and Rosalind.
One of the guests at the ranch tells Frederick that a 
servant overneard the two girls talking about Orlando, 
and she believes they went with him. Adam warns
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Orlando in seen© iii of his brother’s anger and threats 
to kill him. The two make their escape as swiftly as 
they can on horses loosing them when they reach the 
foothills. Almost immediately thereafter they disap
pear into the shrubbery. Scene iv pictures the dis
guised, weary girls in the forest. Jerry Meade pur
chases a shepherd's hut, pasture and flock* Corin, a 
shepherd, promises to work for her. The exiles sing 
popular melodies in scene v. Adam is so exhausted in 
scene vi, that Orlando is forced to leave him to seek 
first aid and food. In scene vii Orlando draws a gun 
on the Senior Dooke and his friends, who are about to 
sit down to a meal. He soon finds to his joy they are 
not a gang of bandits. Quickly returning to Adam, he 
brings him to the group of exiles.

Act III, scene i, Frederick Dooke orders Oliver 
to find Orlando on peril of his life, or answer as an 
accomplice in the kidnapping of Celia and Rosalind. In 
scene ii, Orlando is in danger of the law, for the

tforest rangers are searching for the one who is marring 
all the trees with carvings and love messages. Celia, 
in scene iii, tells Rosalind, Orlando Is In the forest. 
Rosalind meets Orlando and proceeds to have her fun 
with him. Jacques listens in on Touchstone and Audrey
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and mars a would-be wedding. Scene iv, Rosalind and 
Celia discuss Rosie’s boy friend. Rosalind in scene 
v comes to the aid of Silvius, but alas the scornful 
maiden falls in love with Jerry Meade.

Act IV, scene i, Rosalind puts on an act to 
cure Orlando of his love sickness. In scene ii, there 
Is more merrymaking, for Jacques, the outlaws, forest 
rangers, and lumbermen join in a hunting song. Rosa
lind in scene ill forgets her role, and faints at 
sight of the bloody handkerchief Oliver brings#

Act V, scene 1, Touchstone meets William in a 
duel of words, and William foregoes all claims to 
Audrey. In scene ii, Oliver confesses to Orlando his 
love for Celia, and Rosalind promises to set all things 
right. Rosalind uses the forest ranger's telephone 
In scene iii to call her pastor In wew York to get per
mission for herself and Celia to be married by another 
priest. After the call, the forest ranger tells Rosa
lind of an airplane crash In which a priest and the 
pilot were saved by falling into the trees. Both are 
suffering from shock, but will be well in a day or two. 
On the following day the rescued priest and the four 
couples proceed to a mission chapel In the mountains 
for the wedding ceremony. They meet Jake on the way,
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who brings word, that while Frederick was speeding on 
his way to the mountains to capture his brother and 
the others, who are in exile there, the back wheel of 
his Cadillac flew off and the car was badly wrecked*
The accident occurred near a little mountain chapel, 
where a young priest and two Sisters were conducting 
a vacation school. Frederick, frightened by his nar
row escape, and touched by the kind words and assist
ance of this priest, repented, and is now on his way 
to do penance in a Trappist monastery in Nazareth, 
Kentucky. He wishes to restore everything he stole to 
the rightful owners. With this good news the wedding 
procession continues happily on its way.

Brother Urban in working out a like project, 
decided to “let them write .their own version of Macbeth 
in the streamlined English of today— in strong phrases 
if they chose, slang not barred. Let them cast their 
revision in a modern s e t t i n g . S o  they began the 
reading of the play and as the reading progressed 
"students from among the lower half of the class of
fered their interpretation of plot and character in 
quest for assurance that their interpretation was

^Brother Urban H. Fleege, “Streamlining Shakespeare," English Journal. XXX (May, 1941), 409.
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correct." When the deadline came they handed in their
modem "versions of Macbeth, illustrated with drawings,

2pictures and all,"
An excellent chance to stimulate creative writ

ing and encourage originality is given to boys and 
girls by exercises of this kind, for one lad substi
tutes

Macbeth’s attendance at a spiritualistic seance 
for his consultation with the witches. Another 
lays the scene in war-torn Europe of the pres
ent, with Macbeth as a young general making his 
way by cunning, murder, and double-dealing 
toward dictatorship. Still another lays the 
scene in Mew York, casting Duncan in the role 
of president of a large bank, Macbeth in that of an ambitious underling.3

What results, if any can be expected from such
a project? Let Brotner Urban answer;

Despite the slang and rQugbness of phrase, 
there stands out surprisingly distinct in all 
these revisions an exactness of plot and fidel
ity of cnaracters which is truly heartening.

It taught them what to look for in a play like 
Macbeth; it succeeded in helping them pull 
themselves up to that level of literary appre
ciation where they can honestly say tnat they 
now appreciate Shakespeare.4

Îbid.
2Ibid., p. 410.
5Ibld.
4Ibid., pp. 410-411.
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And after all, an appreciation and love of 
Shakespeare's works is the main objective for which the 
teacher is striving. Students in writing a modern ver
sion of a Shakespearean play have a masterpiece before 
them and unconsciously develop a love for tne good and 
beautiful and imitate him in their own project. From 
their own production of a play the pupils are asked in 
their senior year to have a "nose" for news.

Students are generally eager to publish a news
paper so the suggestion to print the news in Macbeth 
evokes the hearty support of the class. The teacher 
may introduce the play as the story of a murder and its
consequences. Since the "drama of Macbeth has been

1called a tragedy of character" ample material is fur
nished for a continuation of character study in the 
contrast of tne two main characters, Macbeth and Lady 
Macbeth.

As a victorious warrior, loyal to his sovereign 
and honored and respected by all who know him, Macbeth 
is introduced to his audience. Then Shakespeare pic
tures the gradual transformation of the character of 
this individual from virtue to viciousness, scene by

^Simon Augustine Blackmore, S. J., A Great Soul 
in Conflict (Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1914),
p . 62 .
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scene*
The drama portrays the character of Lady 

Macbeth in admirable contrast with her hus
band’s. Her leading trait is an indomitable 
force of will. In her nature, richly endowed, 
glows a ruling passion of ambition, which dwarfs every other human emotion, and enkindles 
an unholy thirst for the diadem.i

In the twenty-eight scenes of tne play the
pupils are asked to watch the three successive stages
that take place in the lives of these two individuals,
the commission of the crime, their prosperity, and
their punishment, for

in the rise and fall of Lord and Lady Macbeth 
. . • • .is esposed the all important truth 
that every mortal is subject to temptation, 
and must carve out his destiny for good or for 
evil, according as he dominates or is dominated 
by his ruling passion.2

To aid the pupils In the study of these char-
acters the following open-book questions are given:

Act I, Scene I
1. Who are the five important characters in

troduced in Act I?
Scene ii2. Quote lines which show Macbeth’s character 

and reputation.
Scene iii

3. Whom did Macbeth and Banquo encounter upon 
the heath near Forres? 1

1Ibld.. p. 74. 
gIbid., p. 26.
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4* What three prophecies do the witches make?5* Describe the effect of the prophecies on 
each man*

6* Locate passages which show that Macbeth’s 
ambition to be king was not new.

7. Quote words of warning Banquo gives Macbeth.
8. What do these lines suggest as to the nature of Macbeth’s thoughts:

"If good, why do I yield to that suggestion 
Whose horrid image doth unfix ray hair,
And makes my seated heart knock at my ribs, 

against the use of nature?" (134-137)
9. Quote lines which show Macbeth plays with 

the temptation instead of putting it out of his mind.
Scene iv

10. Scene iv contains both an obstacle and a help 
for the ambitious Macbeth. What are they?

Scene v
11. Compare Lady Macbeth with Macbeth as to 

strength of will, conscience, leadership.
12. What decision does Lady Macbeth instantly 

make upon reading her husband’s letter?
13. What qualities does Lady Macbeth’s speech 

assign to her husband in the letter scene?
14. Does there seem to be complete understanding 

between the two? mote her greeting.
15. Who is more guilty, Macbeth or Lady Macbeth? 

Give reasons for your answer.
Scene vi

16. What words in scene vi increase tne horror of the guilt of Lady Macbeth?
Scene vii

17. In Macbeth’s soliloquy make a list of Mac
beth's arguments for and against the assassination of Duncan.

18. What is his final decision?
19. How does Lady Macbeth manage to restore him 

to his first decision? Watch her indomitable will.
20. Quote proofs of Macbeth's complete yielding to the temptation in this act.
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Act II, Scene 11. What two quotations might show that Banquo 
suspects Macbeth?2. Macbeth has several visions throughout the 
play. In what three positions does the 
dagger appear to Macbeth?

3. Is there any redeeming trait in Lady Mac
beth’s character as shown in her reason for 
not killing Duncan?

4. Show that Macbeth Is completely overcome-- 
a nervous wreck.

5. What two lines of Lady Macbeth show that 
she, too, is somewhat shaken?

6. How does the knocking affect each of these 
characters?

Scene ill
7. What double meaning might be taken from 

Macbeth’s words:
"Had I but died an hour before this chance,
I had lived a blessed time; for, from 
this instant,There’s nothing serious in mortality.

All is but toys: renown and grace Is 
dead;" (96-99)8* Who is first to express suspicion of Macbeth? 

Quote the lines.
9. Who acts his part better, Macbeth or Lady 

Macbeth?
Scene iv

10. What does scene iv reveal in regard to 
Macbeth and Lady Macbeth?

11. What words of Macduff show he foresees 
trouble?

Act III, Scene i
1. What are Banquo’s suspicions regarding 

Macbeth?
2. What three questions does Macbeth ask 

Banquo, apparently out of friendly In
terest, which give Macbeth the needed in
formation for his murderous plot?

3. Why isn’t Macbeth happy as king?
Scene ii

4. Quote words which show that Lady Macbeth's 
part in the crime has not brought her hap
piness.
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5. Show that Macbeth and Lady Macbeth’s posi

tions have been reversed to wbat tney were 
in Act II*6* Prove tnat Macbeth no longer takes counsel 
with his wife*7* What worries Macbeth, his conscience or fear?

Scene iii
8* Some critics say that Macbeth was the third 

murderer* Would Macbeth have any reason for 
being that?

Scene iv
9. What does Macbeth’s conduct at the banquet 

show?
10* Has Lady Macbeth as much power over him as 

before?
11. Explain:

"There’s not a one of them but in his house 
I keep a servant feed*” (131-132)

Act IV, Scene i
1* Give evidence of Macbeth’s degeneration 

throughout this scene*
2* What warnings do the apparitions give Mac

beth?
3* Does Macbeth seem to have any power left 

to choose between good and evil?
Scene ii

4* How does the murder of Lady Macduff and her 
children show tnat Macbeth has no feelings 
left for his fellow men?

Scene iii
5* What plans are being made to save Scotland 

from Macbeth?
Act V, Scene i

1* What confessions does Lady Macbeth make in 
the sleep-walking scene?

2. Quote words of the doctor which indicate he 
fears she may commit suicide*

Scene li
3* What is rumored about Macbeth while fortified at Dunsinane?
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Seen© III

4. Quote words of Macbeth which show that all 
his crimes have gained him nothing*

Scene v-viii
5« How does Macbeth receive the news of his 

wife’s death?
6* How is Lady Macbeth supposed to have died?7* In the last scenes where does Macbeth give 

the deepest expression of his despair?
8* Does crime ever pay?

After answering the questions the students 
should have sufficient knowledge of the characters and 
plot to publish the drama in newspaper form. Besides 
knowing the play thoroughly, the pupils should know 
something of the historical background of the play.
The scenes of this play are laid in Scotland and Eng
land, Macbeth reigned in Scotland historically from 
1040-1057, while Edward the Confessor ruled on the 
English throne.

If the paper is to be published as a class 
project then the class elects its editorial staff and 
editor-in-chief. The reporters are then selected by 
the editor-in-chief to cover the assignments of the 
various departments. A name Is chosen for the paper 
from suggestions given by the members of the class.
The managing editor is made responsible for all reading 
matter. Under him are the four page editors,--the 
news, the editorial, the feature, and the sports.
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Other members of the class are made reporters, staff 
photographer or artist, cartoonists, columnists or 
typists* The class next decides how many acts and what 
Items are to be included in their publication* One 
class working on this project published three editions, 
one at the end of Act II, after the murder of Duncan; 
the second after the murder of Banquo at tne end of Act 
III; and the tnird when Malcolm was declared king, at 
the close of Act V. In each of these three divisions 
the class found ample material for a separate newspaper. 
The name given this paper was The Scottish Chieftain.

In the first issue the headline, "KING DUNCAN 
SLAIN IN MACBETH’S CASTLE,” extended across the top of 
page one, followed by a detailed account of the brutal 
murder. The class artist sketched Duncan’s likeness 
under the caption, ’'KING DUNCAN WHO WAS FOUND MURDERED 
TODAY," The successes and victories of the brave nni 
loyal Macbeth were also featured in this Issue, to
gether with the advance story of his crowning at Scone. 
The escape of Malcolm and Donalbain also made the head
lines. One reporter wrote a feature article about an 
interview with Banquo in which he described the meeting 
with the witches. There were editorials, too, mostly 
eulogies of the lately murdered king. Ads from the
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neighboring business places advertising lances, spears, 
shields and other equipment did not fail to make their 
appearance. The sports page contained accounts of those 
future Scottish lords who had been successful in single 
practice combats on the field, as also of those groups 
or clubs who were victorious in the sham battles waged 
in the neighborhood*

The second issue featured the murder of Banquo 
by three masked men, the escape of Fleance, and the 
banquet scene celebrating the coronation of Macbeth and 
Lady Macbeth* The strange behavior of Macbeth at the 
feast aroused suspicion* The growing mistrust of Mac
beth gleaned from interviews with different Lords and 
thanes of the kingdom was reported. Editorials against 
tyranny and oppression also found their way into the 
second newspaper*

The third issue openly bewailed the cruel murder 
of Lady Macduff and her children. The advancing armies 
under Malcolm, Siward and Macduff were hailed with joy. 
"LADY MACBETH MEETS A VIOLENT END" broke into large 
headlines. News of the sleep-walking scene leaked out 
and made a first class murder story. "MACDUFF REVENGES 
THE MURDER OF HIS FAMILY" recounted the slaying of 
Macbeth. The most joyful news of the day was the over
whelming victory of young Malcolm. The advance news
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story of his crowning at Scone brought peace and happi
ness to the kingdom of Scotland. The editorials 
pleaded for unity, loyalty and trust in the brave young 
king.

Another teacher used the newspaper project in a 
somewhat different manner. He first brought Macbeth to 
court and then had his pupils report the proceedings of 
the trial. Primarily, the students must have the ac
tual facts of the story. Macbeth was placed on trial 
for the death of Duncan and the usurpation of his 
throne. Lady Macbeth was brought to trial as an accom
plice. Each member of the class in the court scene was 
to be a reporter of the trial. The girls wrote excel
lent human interest stories. The project worked out 
very successfully for

two of the compositions found their way into 
the school journal, and an account of the trial 
was heralded in the local papers as well as in 
the journal of a metropolis 70 miles distant.£

Juliu3 Caesar became the source of an extra put 
out on the afternoon of the assassination of Caesar by 
another class. The Roman Candle was chosen by the 
class as the name of its paper. Prom among the dif
ferent articles submitted: ttCALFURSIA'S STRANGE DREAM

James P. Morris, "Macbeth--Not Guilty,"
English Journal (H. S. ed.), XXIII (January, 1934), 65.
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FULFILLEDM made the front page. The beat news article 
began:

Rome was thrown Into a wild state of excitement 
today when Caius Julius Caesar, emperor elect 
of Rome, was assassinated at the senate house 
about the hour of ten by a group of conspira
tors, who stabbed him to death before the eyes 
of the senate and a crowd of citizens.Í

Another headline ran--"INFURIATED CITIZENS KTT.T.
CINNA, THE POET.” Feature stories were not wanting,
for "SOOTHSAYER WARNED CAESAR: «BEWARE THE IDES OF
MARCH',” told of an old man relating his story of his
attempt to warn Caesar. Nor did the paper lack an
editorial section, for the public was asked to consider

2the issues, JUSTICE or TYRANNY.
A fellow teacher, working with another class, 

entitled his paper The Modern Reporter and Historic 
Events. The large headline "CAESAR, ROMAN MAYOR, SLAIN 
IN SENATE" headed the Issue. Paragraph headings were: 
"Antony Gives First Aldj" "Great Man Cheerful to the 
Last;" "Talked to Fruit Seller;" "Dead Man Prominent in 
City Life." The entire paper was written In very modem 
style and contained much that was imaginative mixed with 
the facts of the play.

■Wry Lane, "Extral Extral", English Journal. (H. S. ed.), XXVII (February, 1938), 138.
2Ibid., pp. 138-139.
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Another paper, under the same teacher’s super

vision, The Venetian Herald, carried the headline 
’’ANTONIO WINS CASE PROM SHYLOCK," then ’’SHYLOCK PAILS 
TO GET POUND OP FLESH PROM VENETIAN MERCHANT;" "BRILLIANT 
YOUNG DOCTOR OP LAW PROM PADUA ARRIVES IN TIME TO SAVE 
ANTONIO PROM CERTAIN DEATH*" The little paper was most 
interesting in its set-up, carrying articles about Por
tia and her intended marriage to Bassanio, the elopement 
of Jessica and Lorenzo, and even ads from the neighbor
ing business houses*

A far more detailed manner of procedure for 
pupils who have had advanced journalism is found in 
"Julius Caesar Goes to Press" by Kathleen Brady*1 The 
project was carried out with her eleventh grade jour
nalism class* The aim was t.o correlate journalism with 
the study of Julius Caesar, A thorough study of the 
text and notes with reference work on Roman history and 
customs together with the application of the principles 
of journalism and the use of their imagination were re
quired of the class. The study of the text and notes 
was to be done in class* She gave short daily tests 
on this material. The reference reading and writing

^Kathleen Brady, "Julius Caesar Goes to Press," 
English Journal* (H. S. ed.), XX (December, 1931),¿34-846.
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ware done outside of class, but the pupils were allowed 
to hand in articles one at a time, or by acts. When 
the first copies were returned they were to be corrected 
and organized into a newspaper. Headlines were to ac
company all articles.

The assignments were very definite, for example 
for Act Ills Write a news article describing in detail 
the murder as it was seen by an eye witness; write a 
news article summarizing the speeches of Antony and 
Brutus to the mob; write a feature article containing 
a brief biographical sketch of Caesar, as a friend would 
write it. Besides a list of definite assignment.3 on 
each act, a list of general suggestions was given which 
might aid in the completion of their papers, such as, 
"Remarkable Remarks”, Cartoons, Letters to the Editor, 
Accounts of Imaginary Social Events, and so on.

In the last mentioned article the emphasis was 
placed on journalism, but an ordinary class studying 
Shakespeare’s plays will not go into the newspaper 
project in such a comprehensive manner. If this method 
adds Interest and zest the teacher will find a vast 
wealth of suggestions in the article "Julius Caesar 
Goes to Press.”

The publishing of a news account of Macbeth has 
taught these boys and girls a deep knowledge of character,
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for it required on their part a true analysis of Mac
beth and Lady Macbeth, a judgment far greater than they 
give to people whom they meet in daily contact. They 
witnessed the losing struggle of virtue against vice, 
and the effect which can be produced in a great and 
magnanimous soul like Macbeth's. As a result of this 
study, there will be a broader sympathy and understand
ing love for their fellow human beings.

In some courses of study Hamlet is recommended 
for seniors instead of Macbeth. This play was selected 
under the socialized method as an example of teaching 
by means of comparison.

Seniors are well able to use the comparative 
method in the study of Hamlet for this consists in 
nothing more than contrasting the period in which the 
play was set with conditions in the actual life of the 
pupils. The intimate knowledge of the common life and 
thought of men and women of another age, reveals to 
individuals that human nature is much the same today as 
it was in the period in which the plays were founded. 
The teacher sketches the background of the play for the 
pupils, before beginning the reading; then he suggests 
what the student may draw from it.. For instance, in 
Hamlet the teacher may focus attention on the continual
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struggle between the forces of good and evil. Each 
youth will be able to see himself in Hamlet for

Hamlet is an epitome of Mankind, not of an 
individual,— a sort of magic mirror in which 
all men and women see the reflex of tnemselves* 
Millions of human beings have passed, and mil
lions are passing, more or less exactly, through 
the spiritual experience exemplified in Hamlet, 
their minds conscientiously enthralled by the 
sense of duty to live a rational life, their 
hearts broken by affliction, their thoughts and 
feelings perplexed and confused, their hopes 
alternating with their fears, their faitn shaken 
by their doubts, their desolated souls longing 
for the relief of death and yet dreading the 
retribution after it,l

Only too truly the youth of today may say:
The time is out of joints 0 cursed spite,
That ever I was born to set it right,

(I, v, 189-190)
The comparative method allows the pupil plenty 

of material for thought and expression. Very great is 
his concern for he must face and solve his life prob
lems, too. Frequent discussion of these questions 
tinder the supervision and the guidance of the teacher 
may make, not break his future happiness.

The pupils will be alert to happenings which 
parallel the events of the play; they meet these in 
their daily reading of newspapers, magazines, or hear

^Sister Susanna Murray, S, C., "The Character 
of Hamlet," The Catholic School Journal. XXVIII (February, 192§), 403, '
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them over the radio* Naturally, they will report the 
world’s problems, wars, crimes, greed of nations, big
otry, propaganda and so on. A wealth of material, giv
ing the correct viewpoint of the evils so prevalent in 
the world today, may be had in Catholic pamphlets and 
especially in the Popes' encyclicals, which should be 
familiar to every Catholic student. This literature 
will furnish abundant matter for class discussions.

The rapid reading of the play may be conducted 
as before. The students continue character stu<̂ - in 
the same manner but more profoundly, maturely and 
deeply than in the previous years. They may enter 
points for character discussion in the notebooks. The 
following questions may aid the teacher in directing 
the discussion into cnanneIs.which will cause the stu
dents to realize that the ethical problems which faced 
Hamlet face the youth of today:

Act I, Scene i
1. Find out all you can of the manner of keep

ing guard by soldiers of today. Is the
Password still used?re there any nations in the present day 
trying to recover lost property like Fortin- bras?

3. Discuss present day superstitions. Do you 
know of any charms or good luck tokens in 
which boys and girls really believe?

Scene ii
4. In this scene the King dispatches Voltimand 

and Cornelius to Norway on matters of state*
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What men or man has been recently sent on 
such an errand? Where? Why?

5. Do you think such a speech as the King made 
to Hamlet would console you in a like 
grief? Why or why not?6. What qualities had Hamlet’s father that any 
boy would desire to see in his own father?

Scene iii
7* Wnat in the speech of Laertes to his sister 

may a brother say to his sister today?
8, Polonius’ speech to his son is often quoted. 

List ten rules from it which you think prac
tical.

Scene iv
9. Discuss "Something is rottin in the state of 

Denmark" as applied to politics at present. (90)
Scene v

10. Look up hebenon (henbane) in a good refer
ence book. Have you ever heard or read of 
anyone committing a murder in like manner?11. Why may youth also say today:
"The time is out of joints 0 curs’d spite, 
That ever I was bora to set it rightl" 
(189-190)

Act II, scene i
1. Do you think Polonius a wise parent in his 

dealings with his son? Why or why not?
2. Is Hamlet's case with Ophelia an exhibition 

of true love"? Give arguments for and against.
Scene ii

3. Compare actors on the legitimate stage with movie actors.
4. If Hamlet were talking with Rosencrantz and 

Guildenstern about stage conditions today what might they say?
5. "The play’s the thing

Wherein I’ll catch the conscience of the 
king." (633-634)

Give modern uses of the method mentioned in the above quotation.
Act III, scene i

1. What kind of friends are Guildenstern and Rosencrantz?
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2. It is evident Hamlet is trying to rid him

self of Ophelia. Discuss his method in the light of the present day,
3. With what present world leader might the 

suspicious King he compared?
Scene ii

4. Compare the stage of today with that of 
Shakespeare’s time.

5. Is there anything practical in the direc
tions Hamlet gives the players?

6. Why do you like Hamlet's description of his true friend, Horatio?
7. What qualities would you have a true friend possess?
8. Why does Hamlet refer to Hero just before he 

goes to interview his mother?
Scene iii

9. Explain "primal eldest curse". (37)
10. Why doesn't Hamlet kill the king?11. Explain:

"My words fly up, my thoughts remain below:
Words without thoughts never 

to heaven go." (97-98)
Act IV, scene i

1. A bad conscience is-ever fearful. Explain: 
"It had been so with us, had we been there:"( 13 )

2. Can Claudius cover his intention of getting 
rid of Hamlet with a cloak of virtue? Dis
cuss Communistic propaganda In this light.

3. What other isms of today hide themselves 
under the appearance of virtue? What can you do to fight them?

Scene ii
4. Are there any sponges among your companions?
5. Why doesn't the King have the law on Hamlet?
6* Compare the methods of travel In Hamlet's

day with the present. Might there be a com
parison in Hess* escape to England? Discuss.

7. Discuss the futility of war as you see it 
and as Hamlet and the captain saw it.

Scene v
8. How could Laertes on his return raise an army in such a short time?
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9* Would there be a like possibility today?

If so, how?10# Laertes in contrast to Hamlet is a man of
action, how does he prove this in the scene 
with the king?

Scene vl
11. One reads many stories in the newspapers and magazines of almost miraculous escapes from 

shipwreck. Is Hamlet’s escape creditable?
Why or why not?

Scene vii
12. More villainous plotting.— how Is it that 

Laertes is so easily seduced?
Act V, scene i

1. What is the doctrine of the Church in regard 
to the Christian burial of one who commits 
suicide?2. Was Ophelia responsible for her own death or 
not? Explain.

3. Was Hamlet’s use of his father's signet ring 
forgery?4. What reasons does Hamlet give to justify 
himself in the exchange of the packets. Was 
he right in his actions? Discuss.

5. Did eacn of the characters receive a just 
punishment for his crime? how would they be 
punished today? Compare with Goebbels,
Goering, Hirohito and other war criminals.

6. How about Laertes and hamlet, did they get 
their deserts or was fate just playing tricks? 
Discuss.

7. Which is your favorite character? Give 
reasons for your choice.

8. Which character would you rather be and why?
9. Which is the strongest character? The weakest 

character? The most modern? The most humor
ous?

10. Is Hamlet a study of the conflict of good 
and evil?

11. Was Hamlet justified in killing the King?
Give reasons for your answer.
Other teachers have used the comparative method 

in a somewhat different manner. Helen Louise Tolman
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working with Julius Caesar suggested to her pupils
"Before condemning him completely . . .  • let’s see how

„1dead he really is," and with that they were sent to 
find in magazines as many references to Shakespeare as 
tney could. A large number of references were found 
and placed on the bulletin board. The class soon ad
mitted that a man still so popular might be worth 
studying. She then threw out this challenge:

As we study the background of the play and then 
read the play • • • • I want you to remember a 
few important facts: Caesar was a dictator;
Mark Antony and Octavius Caesar became dictators 
as they gained control of the government; Europe is full of dictators today#^

A discussion of present day dictators followed and as
the pupils read the play they watched for differences
between the methods used by the Romans, and the methods
of present day dictators. When they had finished the
play, one of the final assignments was to rewrite Act
IV scene i substituting the names of people of today
for the historical characters.

Of the use of the comparative method In high
school Pauline Leonard writes:

With a mixed class of young people, most of whom 
probably have little power of aesthetic apprecia
tion, this method has a distinct advantage, for

■^Helen Louise Tolman, "Julius Caesar Up to 
Date," English Journal. XXIX (December, 1940), 830.

2Ibid., p. 831#
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it gives the teacher something definite to work 
on, the importance of which can be made evident 
to anyone, something more tangible than the 
study of literary values and therefore more appealing to the practical mind:!

While Rowena Keyes says: "For the better students the
study of Macbeth is made doubly interesting by reports
on certain of the Greek tragedies and on such modem

2tragedies as those of Ibsen and O’Weill."
Earl Dias likewise favors the study of a recog

nized classic in class and while this is taught has the 
students read an outside modern work which is similar 
to the classic in plot, theme, or setting.

In this way we often come to realize that the 
problems which beset human beings do not change 
too much through the years; that, for example 
Shakespeare over three hundred years ago h«d his Hamlet attempt a task that he was actually 
not fitted for and that Eugene 0»Weill had his 
Robert Mayo undergo the same basic experience in 
his Beyond the Horizon,*

A further example of the use of this method by 
the introduction of parallels is shown in the tragedy 
of Brutus in Julius Caesar in contrast to the tragedy 
of Woodrow Wilson. Another example which parallels

^■Pauline W. Leonard, "Comparative Literature 
Methods in High School," School and Society. XXXVI (September 10, 1932), 336,

2Rowena Keith Keyes, "Teaching by Comparison," 
English Journal. XXI (September, 1932), 535.

®Earl J. Dias, "Shakespeare or Hemingway--or 
Botn," English Journal. XXXIV (May, 1945), 279.
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Macbeth is one which happened not so many years ago*
"Peter Karageorgeovitch won the crown of Servia by a
midnight murder as treacherous in its conception and
far more atrocious in its execution than the crime of

„1Macbeth,”
One teacher, after listening to a senior class 

discussion about Hitler and other Nazi leaders, sug
gested that the present struggle between the forces of 
good and evil is an age-old problem. Attention was 
then drawn to specific examples from simple conflicts 
between man and man, to the conflicts between nations* 
The pupils turned to literature for examples, Macbeth 
was then read and the pupils concluded that

The prodding of the final victim by a zealous 
and unscrupulous wife, the Insecurity of posi
tion which called for repeated murder, and the 
resultant military conflict all served to com
pare with the ambitious rise of Hitler and to 
focus attention on the dramatic episodes leading to the present world tragedy,*

Another historical parallel found in the English
Journal for February, 1930, may be of interest:

The administering of poison to Hamlet’s father 
through the porches of the ear was exactly the 1

1C. L. Townsend, "The Realism of Shakespearean 
Tragedy," English Journal. XIX (March, 1930), 201,

OMark Neville, "Some Means of Enjoying Literature," English Journal. XXX (October, 1944), 425.
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method supposed to have been employed In poison
ing Francis the Second of France, tne first of 
the ill-fated husbands of Mary, Queen of Scots*1

Many other parallels are given in the same article which 
may be used to enrich the background of the teacher.

The development of these projects has by no 
means exhausted the possibilities of the socialized 
method* For reviews and check-ups on the knowledge of 
the pupils, contests and various quiz programs are of 
special value* When the class is divided into teams 
and the captain of the opposing side asks of his op
ponents questions submitted by the members of his own 
team, rivalry runs high and individual members help the 
weaker pupils on their side, so the group wins. Quota
tions furnish excellent material for contests of this 
nature* Questions on characters, plots, or settings 
may be used to advantage; also for IQ, Double or Noth
ing, Take It or Leave It programs. For IQ programs, 
pick out a character, ask a catchy question on it and 
then gradually make easier questions until someone 
gives tne right answer. Each question is valued at so 
many points according to difficulty. For this the class 
may well be divided into groups of five. When one group

1(3• L. Townsend, "Shakespeare and the Wide,
Wide World," English Journal. XIX (February, 1930), 117.
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falls to answer the teacher asks the next group and so 
on. For Double or Mothing, one pupil answers questions 
until he fails to answer correctly, and then loses 
everything. Another way is to have three pupils manage 
the contest. They place the names of the contestants 
in one box, and the questions in another. One pupil 
draws a name, the other a question, and the third pupil 
reads the question and the name of the student who is 
to give the answer. Prizes or points are awarded to 
the pupil answering the most.

Without doubt, the socialized method develops 
in pupils a freedom in the use of language, a lack of 
self-consciousness, a spirit of cooperation, and an 
ability to be leaders.



CHAPTER IV

THE DRAMATIC METHOD OP APPROACH

"The play’s the thing” (Hamlet. II* ii, 633) to 
bring an appreciation of Shakespeare's works to high 
school students, ho form of entertainment has ever had 
greater appeal in the history of mankind than the drama. 
Boys and girls love to act and see others act and even 
before their baby room days tney played make-believe, 
imitating and mimicking the actions of their elders. 
Most teachers will readily agree that the presenting of 
a play educates for the proper enjoyment of leisure 
time, is often an instrument in the development of 
leadership, and is certainly a factor in character 
training*

In order to help the students to realize what a 
rich legacy Shakespeare has left them the teacher may 
begin the teaching of his plays by briefly explaining
to freshmen that the drama Is as Webster says,_and
most anthologies of literature give a similar defini
tion,— a "composition in prose or verse portraying life 
or character by means of dialogue and action and de
signed for theatrical performance."'*' Regular poetic

lMDrama," Webster's Collegiate Dictionary.5 th ed* — —
105
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drama has been divided Into three important divisions, 
comedy, tragedy and historical-tragedy« A short defi
nition of these three terms should be sufficient for 
freshmen because they are not expected to delve into 
the historical background of the drama. The Merchant 
of Venice, which they are about to study, is a comedy 
because the hero is victorious in the end while another 
play in which the hero dies or loses in the conflict is 
a tragedy. Those plays which are based on facts taken 
from history are known as historical-tragedies*

Por sophomores the teacher may supplement the 
above information with a brief historical background of 
the drama, thus: MIn order to understand and appreci
ate dramatic poetry you will want to know something as 
to how these present forms evçlved. The story is in
teresting and profitable. As you know the drama is one 
of the oldest forms of entertainment dating back to 
savage tribes who knew nothing of books or stage, yet, 
had their rude dramas which consisted of dances and re
ligious ceremonies expressive of their tribal life.
The drama, as a type known today, is very ancient for 
it dates back to ancient Greece in the sixth century 
before Christ. English drama, however, was born at the 
foot of the altar having its origin in the various
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rites and ceremonies of tne Church.» At first these 
plays merely consisted of scenes from the Bible lessons 
which the priest introduced to teach members of his 
flock. These were called Miracle and Mystery plays be
cause they pictured scenes from the life of Christ and 
of the saints*

Another form developed in the fifteenth century 
known as the Morality play personified such abstract 
qualities as Pleasure, Hate, Charity, Beauty, or the 
Seven Deadly Sins in a contest for the soul of man*
Toward the end of the century another form came into 
being referred to as the Interludes which were frequently 
given between the courses of a banquet as a short enter
tainment. In the sixteenth century these early forms 
reached a height, the greatest age of drama ever known 
in England— the Age of Shakespeare. His plays are 
classified as comedies in which the hero is victorious, 
tragedies in which the hero loses In the conflict and 
historical-tragedies In which facts are drawn from his
tory and form the foundation for a play.

Thi3 brief summary is sufficient for sophomores, 
but Juniors and seniors from their more advanced study 
of literature are expected to acquire a knowledge which 
they will present either in talks or written reports.
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The following points for discussion may aid the teacher:

1. Beginning of the Drama in England or the Early Religious Drama
2. Miracle and Mystery Plays
3* The Contribution of the Trade Guilds 
4* Passion Play at Oberammergau
5, The Pour Great Cycles of Miracle Plays
6, The Introduction of the Comic Element7, Early Comedies
8, The Interludes
9, The Rise of Tragedy

10* Pre-Elizabethan Drama— Ralph Roister Doister and other plays
11. Contributions of the Early Forms of Drama
12. The Effect of the Renaissance on English Drama
13* Elizabethan Drama
14* Christopher Marlowe— or the University Wits
15. Kyd, Greene and Lyly— Shakespearean Predecessors

A general assignment might be: Write a story 
of the development of the drama, noting the chief 
changes in the plays at each step down to Shakespeare’s 
time*

No drama can be wholly understood or appreci
ated unless one knows the circumstances under which It 
wa3 written and produced. Shakespeare earned his liv
ing by writing plays, but the theater for which he 
wrote differed greatly from the modern theater. The 
vast contrast between the Elizabethan and the present 
day theater will arouse the pupils to discuss freely 
their impressions and experiences. The teacher may 
seize this opportunity to introduce the history of the
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theater, and briefly acquaint the freshmen with a verbal 
history of it. In England the first real playhouse was 
built outside the city of London In 1576, when Shake
speare was a boy twelve years old. Later on he became 
a shareholder in a playhouse named the Globe which wa3 
erected in 1598. This building

was a six-sided tower-like structure three stories in height, its walls slanting inward 
toward the top. It had a few small windows, 
and two small entrances. The interior was 
the shape of an 0, with three tiers of gal
leries about the walls except on the stage 
side. There was no roof except over the gal
leries.!

The conventions too were different.
Tne spectators, especially the common folk, 
stood In the yard while the better class—  
the gentry, the burghers and the dignitaries of the town— occupied the galleries,2

The audience of Shakespeare’s day was more like 
a present day crowd at a baseball or football game, 
noisy and boisterous.

The gallants of the town occupied the stage with 
the players, and delighted in chaffing and in
terrupting the actors with irrelevant puns and 
clownish mimicry. The middle classes occupied 
the galleries and often enjoyed the spontaneous sallies of wit and repartee between the gallants

Ialine and McGucken, 
Enjoyment (Syracuse, 1940), p.'Prose and Poetry for 760,

^Maline and McGucken, Prose and Appreciation (Syracuse, 1940),~p. 833. Poetry for
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and the players more than they enjoyed the play 
itself.*'

There was no order, for even those in the yard if they 
did not like a play could break it up. Yet Shakespeare 
wrote for such an audience as this and more than pleased 
it.

By consulting reference "books in the sophomore 
year the pupils will review what they learned as fresh
men, and increase their knowledge of play presentation 
in the innyards and the early theaters. These findings 
make excellent material for class reports.

Juniors and seniors may be required to compare 
Elizabethan and modern theaters as to:

1. Structure and Shape
2. Elizabethan Ventilation versus Air-Conditioned
3. No Usherettes in an Elizabethan Theater4. Advertisements— Then and Now
5. Trumpeter versus Billboard*
6. Sunlight for Footlights
7. Audiences— Elizabethan and Modem
8. News-reels in the Seventeenth Century and the Twentieth

From a description of the theater the pupils« 
attention is next directed to the stage. If the school 
possesses a model of an Elizabethan stage it will aid 
greatly in the visualization of the staging of a Shake
spearean play. The making of such a model may be

William Shakespeare, Hamlet ed. F. A. Purcell 
and L. M. Somers (Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1916), p. 20.
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assigned to freshmen as a project for extra credit. 
However, blackboard designs, and diagrams or prints 
found in reference books, together with the teacher's 
explanation generally clarify the matter sufficiently 
for freshmen, Shakespeare’s plays created no problem 
of staging in his day as they do in modern times. By 
alternating between the inner stage and the outer stage 
the play went off smoothly with very brief interrup
tions between scenes. The outer stage was a raised 
platform which projected out into the pit or yard.

At the rear was a recess known as the "Back 
Stage”, this was separated from the stage proper 
by curtains which might be drawn to the side.
It was on this back stage behind these curtains 
that the caskets In The Merchant of Venice were evidently placed, , ", . .On "either side of this recess were the ’'tiring'* or dressing rooms; and 
over it was a balcony reached by stairways ris
ing from each side of the stage proper. This 
balcony served all the ’purposes of the second 
story of a house; there it was that Jessica ap
peared above in Act II, Scene 6, to throw down 
to Lorenzo the casket of jewels. Above the 
balcony rose a kind of tower, known as the hut. 
Prom the top of this on pleasant days there 
floated a flag to give notice to the people of 
London across the Thames that a play would be 
produced that afternoon. There was no curtain 
before the stage, as we understand the tern 
curtain; and there was little if any scenery. 
Properties, by which is meant chairs, tables, 
benches, cannon, thrones, and things of that 
nature, were used,3*

^Maline and McGucken, Prose and Poetry for 
Enjoyment (Syracuse, 1940), pp. ^60-761.
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After this description the freshmen are asked to imagine 
themselves In the Globe Theater as they read The Merchant 
of Venice and picture the scenes enacted on the Eliza
bethan stage* The sophomores can picture

this inner stage, £whichj without doubt, served 
for the closet of Brutus in Scene i of Act II, 
and again for the tent of Brutus on the plains 
of Philippi. Here Lucius placed the burning 
taper and here in the dim light appeared the 
ghost of Caesar* The gallery above was also utilized on occasion. Here probably was ”the 
Senate sitting above” in Scene i, of Act III, 
and thither Pindarus” ascends the hill” in 
Scene iii of Act V.l

If the Elizabethan stage is clearly understood 
by the freshmen and sophomores, the juniors and seniors 
need hold only an oral discussion of it to refresh their 
memories before studying a new play. A member of the 
class might be sent to the board to sketch a diagram of 
an Elizabethan theater and stage. Other members of the 
class may offer suggestions which will recall to the 
minds of others what they may have forgotten.

Attention is now focused on those characters of 
the play who will appear upon the stage as each class 
studies its particular play. For each group a careful 
study of the Dramatis Personae as it appears in the 
text is very necessary. Correct pronunciation of the

■^Maline and McGucken, Prose and Poetry for 
Appreciation (Syracuse, 1940), p. 835.
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names of the characters should he stressed and repeti
tion of the pronunciation should be made until the 
teacher is satisfied that each child has acquired this 
ability. Drill, if necessary, upon the relationship 
between the characters, for this is essential to a cor
rect understanding of the play. The teacher may ask 
the pupils to bring to class modern programs and lists 
of characters for the sake of study and comparison. He 
will have them note the modern arrangement of listing 
characters as they enter.

A study of the Dramatis Personae will not be 
complete unless a discussion of the costuming of the 
characters followed. The teacher may have in her pos
session pictures of scenes from Shakespeare's plays.
If not, a set of colored pictures including scenes from 
twelve of Shakespeare's plays— Hamlet. Julius Caesar. 
Macbeth, As You Like It. among them--may be obtained 
from John Morrell and Company, Ottumwa, Iowa, for 
seventy—five cents for the entire set. More expensive 
pictures which are very detailed and fine for costume 
study may be purchased from the Denoyer-Geppert Company, 
Chicago, Illinois. Pupils, too, should be encouraged 
to bring pictures from magazines, or other sources of

^Denoyer-Geppert Company, 5235-59 Ravenswood 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
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actors and actresses who have played parts in Shake
speare^ plays, and display them on the bulletin board* 
Twentieth Century Shakespeare--The Merchant of Venice, 
edited by Cyrus Lauron Hooper,^ is excellent for short 
descriptions of the scenes and suggestions for costum
ing. Too much stress need not be given to costuming 
but interest is added to the study of the play if the 
pupils have some idea of the manner of dress. "Eliz
abethan actors made little or no attempt to dress ac
cording to the time and setting of the play. . . . .
The Elizabethan age delighted in extravagant display,

n2especially in clothes.
Pupils will note the absence of stage direc

tions. Through the power of Imagination and original
ity, they are called upon to supply this deficiency.
In tneir own minds they prepare their stage settings 
and directions. The teacher will call upon them to tell 
what they see in order to help and encourage tnose less 
fortunate to visualize the scenes. Exercises in writ- 
ing-in stage directions should not be given, however,

^William Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, 
ed. Cyrus Lauron Hooper (Chicago: Farquhar and Albright Company, n.d.), pp. 107-141.

2Julian L* Maline and William J. McGucken, ed. 
Prose and Poetry of England (Syracuse: L. W. Singer Ôo., 1940), p. 664.
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tint 11 after the first dramatic reading of the play by 
the teacher, or a presentation by other means; a dis
cussion of which follows.

The teacher reads through the entire play as 
vividly as possible, describing and impersonating each 
character. As Evelyn Tiews writes:

I make no denial of the fact that in any reading 
aloud I am usually completely engrossed in the interpretation of the piece; I do what some may 
scornfully call "putting on an act," though there 
are few enough gestures.* 1

As the teacher progresses in the reading, he assigns the
same scenes and acts to be read again outside of class.
For "the reader of a play must therefore create its
characters, speeches, and action in his mind before he
has an adequate conception of it as it was conceived by

„2the playwright." Since Shakespearean plays were written 
for stage performance the teacher’s dramatic reading 
should enhance the appreciation of the student for these 
same plays, and contribute to the development of his 
ability, also, to read them with creative imagination.

If the teacner feels he cannot interpret

■^Evelyn M. Tiews, "Modern Stuff Like Macbeth," English Journal. XXIX (March, 1940), 239.
OSamuel Weingarten, "The, Use of Phonograph 

Recordings in Teaching Shakespeare," College English.I (October, 1939), 45. --------
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Shakespeare well by his reading he need not be dis
couraged for he has at his disposal phonograph record
ings of the best known actors and actresses, Orson

1Welles and the Mercury Theatre Guild have records of
entire plays. Among them are to be found The Merchant
of Venice, Julius Caesar and Macbeth. With the album
comes a Mercury Text of the play, recorded with ample
narrative and settings, supplied by Orson Welles. One
may also obtain all the Shakespearean recordings which

2are available from the Gramaphone Shop.
Of the preparation of his class Samuel V/ein- 

garten writes:
After two class meetings devoted to the stage 
history of Shakespeare, I felt that in the minds 
of my students the playwright and his works were 
partially restored to their proper place— the 
theater. My students were now ready to hear the voices of Shakespearean actors

Keeping in mind the objective, training the stu
dent to read Shakespeare creatively so that he 
hears the spoken words and visualizes the action 
accompanying them, 1 prepared questions for each 
of the recordings to serve as the starting point 
of a criticism. These were to be distributed

"'"Orson Welles and the Mercury Theatre Guild 
Records, harpers and Brotners, 49 East 33rd Street, hew York, h. Y.

2The Gramaphone Shop, Inc., 18 East 48th Street, hew York, h. Y.
Weingarten, op. eit.. p. 50.3
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before hand so tnat the student might study 
them in relation to tne text before hearing 
the lines spoken by the actors.1

The results of this experiment were most grat
ifying, for it developed

in . . .  • cthe;j students the ability to read 
dramatic literature creatively. The speeches 
which were studied with attention to the quality 
of the delivery and to the accompanying action 
assumed a meaning as vital stage material.2

Phonograph recordings, therefore, enricn the teacner’s 
efforts to make understanding and enjoyable apprecia
tion the essential outcomes of Shakespearean experiences 
in the classroom.

An investigation made to determine the value of
phonograpn records by the national Research Councils *
Committee on Scientific Aids to Learning was conducted
in schools of twenty-five localities of different sizes
in various parts of the country. The conclusion they
arrived at may be summarized in this statement: ’'Along
a wide educational front the Mercury recordings proved
a valuable aid to the appreciation of Shakespeare in

3tne classroom#11

IId id # £ p# 51#
2Ibid., p. 52.
sWalter Ginsberg, "now Helpful Are Shakespeare 

Recordings?" English Journal. XXIX (April, 1940), 300.
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the
Another aid to correct pupil interpretation is

Shakespeare program coming over the radio every 
Monday at tne dinner hour. What a chance for a teacher to present Shakespeare in the most at
tractive manner next to actually taking her class 
to see a legitimate production*!

This article has reference to the Lux Radio Program 
which is heard each Monday evening over tne CBS network. 
The Columbia Broadcasting System through its American 
School of the Air Program also broadcasts dramatizations 
of Shakespeare’s plays. Questions are sent to the 
schools before the programs and answered during the 
broadcast. Listening to broadcasts and discussing the 
programs afterwards is becoming an important item in 
the educational system of America. The radio program 
is not sufficient of itself, but supplements the teach
ing program and as such is utilized.

Since these plays were written to be acted, tne 
best way to increase understanding and enjoyment is the 
attendance of the pupils at a legitimate stage produc
tion given by the best actors and actresses. True, most 
of these productions are given in large cities away from 
the smaller schools but if they are anywhere within

Elizabeth Carney, ttExperiencing Shakespeare Through the Radio Theater Party,” English Journal. XXVIX (February, 1938), 134, -------
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range they are certainly worth seeing. If school 
busses can be used for athletic events why not for 
cultural ones? No better use can be made of the school
bus than to take the classes to see a good Shakespear
ean play or "movie". "Teachers are taking Shakespeare
away from the desk and placing him where they feel he

1belongs— on the stage." And rightly so, for experi
ments have shown the effectiveness of stage presenta
tion as a supplementary instructional aid. C. F. Lytle 
made an interesting study in which

conferences with teachers and supervisors re
sulted in an agreement upon the outcome of class
room study, and a series of objective tests was 
devised to measure the pupils’ knowledge of plot 
structure, character relationships, quotations, 
and vocabulary. Arrangements were made for the 
presentation in several relatively similar school 
situations of assembly performances of As You Like 
It and Julius Caesar by a group of well-trained 
teachers-college players. In all, 1,825 nintn- 
grade pupils were involved in the testing program.

Results following the presentation of As You 
Like It showed that students whose sole knowledge 
of the play was derived from witnessing a per
formance of that play averaged 61 per cent in the 
test. Seventy-five per cent of the questions on 
plot structure were answered correctly, 50 per 
cent of the questions on character relationships,
46 per cent of those about quotations, and 40 per 
cent of the questions on vocabulary. Pupils 
tested following a performance of Julius Caesar 
answered fifty per cent of the questions correctly.

Given an opportunity to witness a performance 
of one of Shakespeare’s plays, junior high school

^Lytle, op. clt.. P. 87.
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students— 'unprepared by any classroom reading, 
discussion, or study of the finer aspects of 
plot structure, character analysis, poetic dic
tion, or language peeuliarities--acqulred a 
knowledge of at least 50 per cent of the mate
rials which superior teachers have adjudged the 
desirable outcomes of classroom study. They 
gained a reasonable grasp of the story and pos
sessed a satisfactory knowledge of the complica
tions of the plot. Characters acquired a reality 
and significance even tnough the more subtle 
manifestations of motivation were not always 
clearly understood. Language difficulties re
mained hurdles, though some of the archaic and obsolete phrases became clearer in context and gained interpretations through the accompanying 
vocal exposition and action. The exposure to 
drama was certainly productive of more general 
enjoyment, and it led to a more purposeful class
room discussion as well as to furtner reading and 
memorization on a voluntary basis.1

The last aid to pupil interpretation to be con
sidered is the '’movie”. If photoplay study is to be ac
cepted as a form of literature, then a study of the film 
must be given a place in the curriculum; but of their 
value to students of Shakespeare the following quotation 
best sums up what may be said:

We have heard extravagant praise of the latter 
Cscreen plays,a and, as spectacular pageants, 
we confess that they are marvelous. But if we 
count the number of lines spoken, we see how 
little of the play is actually presented. No 
one will get a deep and appreciative knowledge 
of Shakespeare from the movies. Knowledge of 
human character, depth of passion, soundness 
of judgment— In the screen version these are 
buried In a debris of costly millinery and

1Ibid., pp. 87-88.
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astoundingly realistic and extravagant stage 
settings*!

To prevent a temporary vacation being taken on 
the part of the pupils while the teacher is reading the 
play, he asks the students to read the act or as many 
scenes as will be covered in the reading the next day, 
and to look up the allusions and difficult words. At 
the beginning of the next class period these are dis
cussed before resuming the reading. The teacher ex
plains any wrongly interpreted allusions or words or 
any which they failed to find.

After discussing the background and suggesting 
plans for correct interpretation of the plays with the 
pupils, attention is now directed to student presenta
tion of the plays through dramatization. Children of

»

all ages like to dramatize and there are many kinds of 
dramatic activities. The kind most familiar to teachers 
is that of classroom dramatization. After reading the 
play in his most dramatic manner, and satisfied that the 
pupils mderstand the play as a whole, the teacher plans 
with the children how they may dramatize scenes from it. 
If they do well they may present the scenes to an

^Mary Major Crawford and Leroy Phillips, 
"Shakespeare as We Like Him," English Journal. XXVI (December, 1957), 812. ------------
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assembly, or invite other classes to witness the per
formance*

The pupils may select the scenes they wish to 
dramatize from those suggested by the teacher. They 
discuss and contrast the traits of the characters. The 
teacher plans, with the pupils, the necessary stage 
properties but allows the boys and girls to take the 
initiative by keeping them in the foreground, their 
interest in preparing the dramatization will induce 
free and voluntary self-expression.

Only after these preliminaries may he assign
the characters. Various methods have been employed,
for example, the teacher may specify the character
roles, or a pupil may adopt a character and represent
him through an entire act or more.

By concentrating on one character the student 
may best appreciate the greatness of Shakespeare 
in his understanding of the human heart, arxl by 
careful study of the whole play he learns the 
relation of the parts and how the actor may best conduct himself upon the stage

Again different pupils volunteer for parts and as this 
is done the pupil's name and the character he wishes to 
portray is written on the board until the cast is com
plete. Pupils who have a preference for a certain part

^Addison Leroy Phillips, "Letting Shakespeare 
Live Again," Education. LVIII (February, 1938), 324.
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in their reading* may memorize a passage or two and re
cite before the class. Simple tryouts for ttie different 
parts may be advisable. The best means for assigning 
characters is for pupils to enact a part before the 
class, acting as judge. Often the selections and sug
gestions of the class are much the same as the teacher’s. 
One teacher preparing to dramatize Julius Caesar placed 
the names of the characters in a box. Each pupil drew 
a name and prepared an impersonation of that particular 
character*

Wo matter what the method of selection, tnose 
chosen will take their positions before their auditors, 
the other members of the class, and interpret the roles 
which they have assumed with genuine feeling. There is 
a good reason for allowing a student to present the role 
for which he is best fitted temperamentally and physi
cally, but some educators believe there is more reason 
for having a child act a part opposite; for instance, 
have a modest retiring child act out Gratiano or Shylock; 
the undemonstrative girl play Rosalind for a snort time; 
the serious student act Launcelot Gobbo or Touchstone.
The effect in the student is worthwhile for it gives 
self-control and the power to hide his own nature under 
the appearance of another.
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As an exercise to procure visualization of the 

drama and help prepare for the dramatization, assign 
scenes to the pupils and have them write in stage direc
tions after the following manner*

Portia At The Bar, Act IV, Scene i
(Antonio, a rich merchant of Venice, has signed 
a bond to a Jew for three thousand ducats in 
order that his friend Bassanio might have the 
necessary cash. Disasters follow, the money cannot be paid and the Jew insists on having 
the penalty of the bond which is a pound of 
Antonio’s flesh* Portia disguised as a young 
doctor of the law proceeds to Venice to plead 
Antonio’s case before the Duke*)

Act IV, Scene i* A Court Room in Venice
(Portia enters— Pauses, looks right and left, 
then advances toward the Duke and shakes hands with him.)
Duke: Come you from old Bellario?
Portia: I did, my lord*
Duke: You are welcome . . .  * in the court?
Portia: Which the merchant here and which the Jew?
Duke: Antonio and old Shylock . . . .  both 

stand forth* (Both advance)
Portia: (Looking at the one on the right) Is 

your . • • •Shylock?
Shylock: (Gruffly) Shylock is my name.

Portia: (Impatiently) The quality of mercy
. . .  .merchant there.

Shylock: (Unmoved) My deeds . . . .  my bond.Portia: Is he . . .  , the money?
Bassanio: (Anxiously) Yes, . . . . his will.Portia: (Firmly) It must . . . .  cannot be.
Shylock: (Beaming and rubbing his hands) A Daniel . . . .  thee X
Portia: I pray . . . .  bond*

(Shylock presents It quickly. Portia exam
ines a legal paper with a large seal attached)*
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Portia: (Looking up from the paper) Shylock,

• • • • thee•Shylock: (Excitedly) An oath . . . .  Venice*
Portia: (Looking at the bond again) Why,

. . . .  a merchant's heart. (Holds up bond 
as if about to tear it to pieces.) Be 
merciful: . . . .  the bond.

Shylock: (Stubbornly) When it . . . .  my bond.
Antonio: (Disgusted) Most heartily . . . .

judgment•
Portia: (Turning to Antonio) Why then, • • • •

knife.
Shylock: (Beaming) 0 noble . . . .  man!
Portia: (continuing) For the . . . .  bond*
Shylock: (Rubbing his hands) 'Tis . • . •

looksl
Portia: (To Antonio) Therefore • • • • bosom.
Shylock: (Whetting his knife) Ay, . . . .  words.Portia: It is so. (Looks about) Are there 

. . .  .flesh?
Shylock: (Eagerly) I have . . . .  ready.
Portia: (Commandingly) Have . . . .  death.
Shylock: (Cunningly) Is . . .  . bond?
Portia: (Somewhat surprised) It . . .  * charity.
Shylock: (Shaking his head) I . . . . bond.
Portia: (Turning to Antonio) You . . . .  say?
Antonio: (Sadly) But . . .  .my heart.
Bassanio: (Feelingly) Antonio, • . . , deliver you.
Portia: (Slyly) Your wife . . . .  offer
Gratiano: (Seriously) I have • • . . Jew.
iMerissa: (Smiling slightly) 'Tis . . . .  house.
Shylock: (Bitterly aside) These . . . .  Christianl 

(Turns to those present and says aloud:)
We . . .  • sentence.

Portia: (Pronouncing sentence) A pound . . . .  give It.
Shylock: (Interrupting) Most rightful judge.
Portia: (Continuing) And you . . . .  awards it.
Shylock: (Gloatingly) Most . . . .  A sentence! 

(Advances whetting his knife). Come, prepare!
Portia: (Motioning him back) Tarry . . . .else.

(Looks at bond). This bond . . . .  of Venice.
Gratianio: (Mockingly) 0 upright . . . .  judge!
Shylock: (Crushed) Is that,the law?
Portia: Thyself . . . .  act: (Crosses over to a 

table and takes up a large book) For, . . . .  desirest.
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Gratiano: (Tauntingly) 0 learned • . • • judge i
Shylock: (Subdued) I take • • • • go,
Bassanio: (Advancing) Here is the money.
Portia: (Motioning him hack) Softl . . . .

penalty,Gratiano: (Mocking) 0 Jew . . . • Judgel
Portia: (Sternly) Therefore . . . , confiscate,
Gratiano: (Jubilantly) A second • • . • hip,
Portia: (Looking at Shylock as if expecting a

movement on his part) Why doth . . . .  
forfeiture.

Shylock: (In a choking voice) Give me . . . .go.
Bassanio: (Eagerly) I have . • . • It is.
Portia: (Motioning him back a second time) He 

hath • . • • bond.
Gratiano: A Daniel* • • • • word,Shylock: (Anxiously) Shall I . . . . principal?
Portia: Thou . . . .  peril, Jew.
Shylock: (Impatiently) Why, . . . .  question.

(Starts to go).
Portia: (Motioning him to remain.) Tarry, • • . • 

the Duke.
Gratiano: (Tauntingly) Beg . . . .  charge.
Duke: (To Shylock) That . . . .  a fine.
Portia: Ay, . . . .  Antonio?
Gratiano: (Sarcastically) A halter . . .  .sake. 
Antonio: (Kindly) So please . . . .  daughter.Duke: (Severely; He shall . . . .  here.
Portia: Art thou . . . . .  say?
Shylock: (In a subdued voice) I am content.
Portia: (Turning to flerissa) Clerk, . . .  .gift. 
Shylock: (In a strained voice) I pray you,

• • • • sign i t .Duke: Get . . . .  it.
Gratiano: (Following Shylock from the room says

tauntingly) In ciiristening . . . .  font.
Duke: (Addressing Portia) Sir, . . . .  dinner. 
Portia: ( humbly . . . .  set forth. (She and

flerissa bow and exit right.)
Curtain

To aid the pupils in bringing out the best that 
is in them the teacher may ask a few of the following 
questions upon the completion of her reading a particular 
scene or act:
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1. Do you suppose you could dramatize tills scene 
or act?2. What might he difficult about it?

3. Would you like to try?
4# How would you act if you were to play the part?
5* If you were playing the part how would you 

speak these lines? Try it.
6. With what feeling should these lines be read?
7. What tone of voice should you use in this 

scene? Why? Do it.
8. What are the various emotions portrayed in 

this scene?
A story is told of Ellen Terry, the great Shake

spearean actress, which if repeated to the pupils, may 
aid them to bring out the feelings and emotions proper 
to the characters they attempt to portray. A little 
girl, who had great hopes of Miss Terry*s telling her 
she had the makings of a great genius, approached the 
actress and recited a selection for her. The lovely
actress is supposed to have said to the little girl,

»"My dear, forget your lips, forget your voice, forget
your gestures— just think what the word3 mean. The

„1rest will take care of itself."
Classroom dramatization can be managed without 

much fuss. Though not an impromptu performance, re
peated rehearsals are not necessary and very little 
scenery is required. There may be a few hand properties,

^Luella B. Cook, H. A. Miller, Walter Loban, 
Adventures in Appreciation (flew York: Harcourt Brace 
and Co., 1941), p. 518.
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but even these can be imagined to a certain extent* A 
pointer may serve for a sword, a ruler or pencil for a 
dagger, chalk for coins, chalk boxes for caskets, in 
fact anything that is at hand that will help stage 
business* If the class is divided into groups and each 
group under a leader is responsible for a scene, the 
groups themselves will hold outside rehearsals depend
ing on their enthusiasm and friendly rivalry. The 
chief aim is good interpretative reading, and such act
ing as will help toward interpretation. If the audi
ence— the other class members— insist on this essential, 
then the student will be led to see the necessity of 
speaking and acting his part well, for every pupil ap
preciates classroom applause as well as that which comes 
from the bleachers on the athletic field. Poor reading 
is not to be tolerated but the self-conscious student 
will be given a tryout now and then.

Other teachers in working out the project of 
dramatization have proceeded in a somewhat different 
manner. One teacher,1 in writing of his project, read 
the whole play carefully with general explanation of 
difficult passages. Then the pupils studied a modem

■Sliles H. Robinson, "How We Studied Macbeth," 
English Journal. (H. S. ed.), XX (May, 1931), 419-420*
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drama in order to learn the art of writing stage direc
tions. After that, one, two or three scenes were se
lected by each student from tne Shakespearean play and 
studied carefully in order to know the situation, back
ground and characters. After giving intense thought to 
his scene or scenes, the student dramatized them after 
the fashion of the plays of Barrie. This dramatization 
included a complete plan as to where the actors moved 
on the stage, their gestures, manner of giving their 
lines, time and place, background and so on. If the 
student so desired, he might submit drawings of the 
characters, rooms, street scenes and the like; also a 
short paper defending the importance of his particular 
scene in the scheme of the play.

A far more novel way of preparing for dramatiza
tion is that of having all the groups practicing at the 

1same time. The teacher at the beginning of the study 
of the play points out the best dramatic scenes. The 
pupils are then asked to memorize a part from one of 
these scenes which is to be accomplished within three 
or four days. By a part is meant Lady Macbeth's lines 
in the sleepwalking scene, twenty or thirty lines from 1

1A. S. Hancock, "One Way to Teach Shakespeare,” 
English Journal. (H. S. ed.), XXIII (September, 1934). 592-593.
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Mark Antony*s speech, the lines of the scene between 
Hamlet and Ophelia when he sends her off to a nunnery, 
sind the like* Pupils who are acting in a particular 
scene form themselves into a sort of troupe* After 
three or four days, upon snowing tney have memorized 
their lines by writing them, all forty pupils in the 
room rise at one time and begin to act their parts*
The author says the noise is terrific but something is 
happening in the minds of those youngsters* They are 
developing a real feeling for the dramatic power of 
Shakespeare; self-consciousness disappears* itfobody 
looks at anyone else for everyone is yelling at the 
same time* The teacher proceeds from group to group to 
help those who have not caught the feeling of their 
lines* The success of this method does not depend on 
the loss of self-consciousness, the personal aid of the 
teacher, or the example of the more capable pupils 
alone, but upon the fact that out of thirty recitations 
on Shakespeare five of them are devoted to dramatizing 
the play. Ordinarily when each scene is read by itself 
each pupil may expect five or ten minutes for reading 
his part before the class, or a few chosen pupils may 
expect two or three times that much* By the method 
under discussion every pupil gets four or five hours of



practice under some guidance, and in an atmosphere where 
acting out the play takes the lead. The author recom
mends this method without hesitation to any teacher who 
can stand the noise.

Another teacher would help his students— and 
this seems the better method,— learn "every line of it 
a u d i b l y . H e  would have the teacher "pour that part 
into" the student’s ear, he repeats it, "matching in- 
flection for inflection." He would "give advanced 
students the task of teaching lines to others. Or fol
low the technique only through the first of each char
acter’s part and trust that • • • «ft*16 teacher has]now 
developed a feeling for the characterization which will
carry on while . . .  .the[student]is learning the rest 

4of his lines"*
For those schools which have voice recording 

machines he would make records for each part. The in
structor and his assistant sit before a recording micro
phone, the assistant reading the cues and the instructor 
the lines. "Timing as well as inflection is in this way

^■Roger Hill, "Streamline Shakespeare," English 
Journal, XXVIII (June, 1939), 431.

2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
4
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Ibid.
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mastered before stage rehearsals are even begun*” The
student Is allowed to take ”the records home with him
and the part Is learned quickly, entertainingly, and,

„2above all, correctly*
Marguerite Malm, in working out a dramatization 

project of The Merchant of Venice, began by sketching 
for the class the development of the drama in England 
in a manner similar to the one already stated, using 
pictures and a model of the Globe Theatre* Following 
the first reading of the play a discussion insured her 
that everyone understood the play and the part each 
character played in it. To enable the pupils to under
stand Shakespeare's manner of saying things she trans
lated some of the lines into modern language--they fol
lowing the lines, she translating them into tne vernac
ular. The children became interested, later she al
lowed the children tnemselves to do this, continuing as 
long as it stimulated effective understanding of the 
play. Finally one student commented that she thougnt 
Shakespeare could express the thought much better*
From then on the play was read as Shakespeare wrote it* 
Upon the completion of the reading, parts were assigned

1Ib id.
2Ibid.
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for study and practice. After talking over the char
acters the pupils were asked to write on a slip the 
natnes of two or three characters they thought they could 
best act. Parts in Act V were assigned according to 
their wishes and the pupils prepared for tryouts. The 
parts were now assigned for the entire play. The longer 
roles were broken up— for example one girl acted Portia 
in the first three acts, while another portrayed her in 
the last two.

They now read the entire play again, the class 
acting as coach. The lines were memorized and class 
periods were given to rehearsals. Before the practice 
became too tiresome a date was set for the dress re
hearsal and final performance. Costumes were gathered 
from every source. The makeshift stage was at one end 
of the classroom. The imagination did its full share of 
work with the result that the characters lived for both 
the actors and the audience.'*’

The offering of credit points according to de
gree of difficulty and skill of performance is also an 
inducement toward excellence of classroom performances. 
As the pupils dramatize the scenes have the class select

■’■Marguerite Malm, "interpreting Shakespeare to 
Youth," English Journal. XXVI (April, 1937), 317-319.
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those who do tne best in portraying a particular char
acter, or tnose who act a particular scene exceptionally 
well, and present them at an assembly or a dramatic 
reading program or declamatory contest for the entire 
student body or for their parents and friends. One 
teacher in working out the dramatic reading project had 
an elimination contest in the classroom of his best
dramatic readers, who had been selected by the pupils. 
The three best from each class studying Shakespeare's 
plays entered the finals which were held in the school 
hall for the public.

Selections for dramatic readings may be made 
from the following list of cuts:

The Merchant of Venice
I, i, 79-102 Gratiano: Let me play tne

fool: • • • • For this fool- 
gudgeon, this opinion. 

Portia: If to do • . . . of a 
dead father.

Portia: God made him . . . .
never requite him.Shylock: Oh, no, no, . . . .  
take his bond.

Shylock: How like . . . .  for
give him.

I, iii, 107-130 Shylock: Signior Antonio, . . .
much moneys*

I, ii, 13-28 
I, ii, 60-70 
I, iii, 15-28 
I, ill, 42-52

II, i, 1-12 

III, i, 53-76

Morocco: Mislike me . . . .  my 
gentle queen.

Shylock: To bait fish . • . . 
the instruction.
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III,

IV,

V,

I,
I,

II,

II,
II,
II,

III,
III,
III,
III,
III,
III,
III,

IV,
IV,

ii, 73-107 Basaanio: So may . . . .  the
consequence.

150-175 Portia: You see . . . .  on 
you.

254-269 Bassanio: Here are a . . . .issuing life blood.
I, 184-205 Portia: The quality of mercy

• • • • the merchant there.
I, 54-65 Lorenzo: How sweet the moon

light . . . .  hear it.
Julius Caesar

i, 37-60 Marullus : Wherefore rejoice?
• • • . ingratitude.

Ü ,  198-210 Caesar: Would he were fatterl
• • • • very dangerous.

i, 10-34 Brutus: It must be by his
death:. . . .  in the shell

i, 114-140 Brutus: wo, not an oath:
• • • . pass'd from him.

i, 166-180 Brutus: Let us be sacrificers
• • . • not murderers.

i, 237-256 Portia: wot for yours neither
• • • • of grief.

I, 123-137 •Servant: Tnus, Brutus, did
• • . . true faith.i, 148-163 Antony: 0 mighty Caesarl
• • . . of this age.I, 254-273 Antony: 0, pardon me . . .  .for burial.

ii,12-52 Brutus: Be patient . . . .
my death.

ii, 78-112 Antony: Friends, Romans,
Countrymen . • . . to me.ii, 173-201 Antony: If you have tears,
• • . • traitors.Ü ,  214-234 Antony: Good friends, . • • •and mutiny.

iii, 18-28 Brutus: Remember March, • . •such a Homan.iii, 264-281 Brutus: It was well done,
thou art.• • • •
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V, ii, 1-6 Brutus: Ride, ride, Messala
• • • • come down,

V, iii, 99-110 Brutus: Tne last of the
Romans • • . . second fight* 

V, v, 68-81 Antony: This was the noblest
Roman • . . • happy day.

As You Like It

*HH i, 1-17 Duke S.: wow, my co-mates 
• • • • everything.«HM iii, 56-68 Orlando: 0 good old man, 
• • • • low content*II, iii, 69-76 Adam: Master, go on, . . . .  
master's debtor.

II, vii, 12-34 Jacques: A fool, a fool, 
• • • • only wear.*HH vii, 139-166 Jacques: All the world’s a
stage . . .  .sans everytning

III, ii, 392-445 Rosalind: A lean cheek • • • . 
one spot of love in 't*

Macbeth
I, V, 1-31
I, V, 39-55

I, vii., 1-28

*HH i, 33-64
II, ii, 10-14

•*HH iii, 1-23
II, iii, 78-85

III, ii, 13-26

V, i, 39-76
V, V, 9-28

Lady Macbeth: 'They met me 
. . • • crown'd withal.

Lady Macbeth: The raven hlm- 
. self is hoarse. . . .
»hold, holdl'

Macbetn: If it were done
• • • • tne other.

Macbeth: Is this a dagger 
. . . .  or to hell.Lady Macbetn: Alack, I am
afraid . . . .  nad done 't. 

Porter: here's a knocking
indeed . . . .  the porter. 

Macduff: Awake, awakel . . . .  Ring tne bell.
Macbeth: We have scotch'd 

. . . .  him further.
Lady Macbeth: Out, damned spot!

• . . . t o b ed l
Macbeth: I have almost forgot 

. . . .  signifying notning.
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Hamlet
I# ii, 129-158

I* iii, 57-80

II, ii, 575-634

III, i, 56-88
III, ii, 1-50
III, iii, 36-72

IV, Iv, 32-66

Hamlet: 0, that tills too too 
solid flesh . . • • my 
tongue.

Polonius: There; my blessing
• . . • any man.

Hamlet: wow I am alone . . . .  
of the king.

Hamlet: To be or not to be
• • • • name of action. 

Hamlet: Speak the speech • • . •
make you ready.

King: 0, my offence is rank, 
. . . .  be well.

Hamlet: How all occasions 
. . . .  nothing wortn.

The following is a list of scenes which are
recommended for group acting.

The Merchant of Venice
III,
III,
III,

i.
ii.iii.

Shylock and Tubal— news of Antonio’s 
losses..

Bassanio's Choice

iv, i. Court Scene
v, i. Ring Scene

Julius Caesar
I*
I,

i.
ii. Soothsayer

II, i. Domestic scene between Portia and Brutus
III,
III,
III,

i.
ii.iii.

Antony and the conspirators Oration Scene 
Mob Scene
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IV, ill. Quarrel Scene
As You Like It

I, iii. Banisnment of Rosalind
II, Iv. The Shepnerd's hut
V, iv.

Macbeth
I, ill, V, and vii.
II, 1, 11, and iii.

III, iv.
IV, 1, and 11.
V, 1, 111, and v.

hamlet
I, 1, 11, iv, v. The Ghost Scene

II, 1. Ophelia and Polonius
III, 1. Hamlet and Ophelia
III, ii. The Mouse Trap
III, Iv.
IV, li.
V, I. Clowns in Churchyard
V, 11. The Duel

A group of eighteen academy girls were selected 
out of a class of forty-three sopnomores to dramatize 
Julius Caesar. The names of the characters of the play 
were placed In a box and each girl drew the cmracter 
whose role she was to play. It was left to the
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individuals whether to give a reading or to go in 
groups and act out a scene. They called their play the 
Modern Version of Julius Caesar, One group acting out—  
In Brutus’ Orchard, scene i of Act II— had Lucius serve 
coke for drinks to the conspirators, Portia put on the 
nervous scene where she is trying to keep Brutus’ 
secret, Anotner group enacted the scene in whicn 
Caesar is murdered, Act II, ii. The scene opened with 
Caesar and Calpumia in conversation, Caesar called 
Calpumia honey and almost swore he did not believe in 
dreams. Octavius, the nephew, called Caesar over the 
phone to let him know he is coming over to see Him in 
his new Buick, At the murder the conspirators cry,
"Down with the flazis." Even the soothsayer called to 
Caesar "I told you so.” .

Some years ago the Maur hill boys transformed 
Julius Caesar into a burlesque operetta. The different 
characters sang their parts to the airs of familiar 
songs. For instance they had the crown presented to 
Caesar on the stage and the presentation song was 
adapted to the air of "Juanita1', The crown was one of 
the little Marie Antoinette hats that were in style 
about that time. When Caesar departs for the Senate 
House, Calpumia puts his raincoat on him and sings
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nBe Good to Yourself, You Belong to Me«" Tne battles 
were off stage, and a man with a microphone reported 
them in tne manner of a football game. The whole thing 
was cleverly done and was especially amusing.

Another teacher tried excerpts successfully to 
introduce scenes. For Julius Caesar. Act IV, iii, the 
scene between Brutus and Cassius, one member of the 
class introduced the scene by saying:

"This is the first clash between two close 
friends. Brutus feels that Cassius has not been honest 
in his dealings, and Cassius bitterly resents criticism 
from the friend whom he led to participate in the plot 
against Caesar for the sake of Rome, notice that 
Brutus, who has the finer feelings, has greater control 
of his emotions and is more powerful in his thrusts.
The return to a friendly understanding at the close of 
the scene is very toucning, and those who interpret 
this scene will portray the deep feeling in their 
words,"

The following are two excerpts from Macbeth.
Act XV, ii, which the same teacher had a class work 
out.

In this scene Ross is endeavoring to set Lady 
Macduff right about existing conditions and to estab
lish the honor of her husband. The messenger comes to
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warn Lady Macduff of a plot against the lives of her 
children and herself. Macduff has left Scotland to 
help raise forces in England to aid in the overthrow
of Macbeth, who obtained the throne of Scotland by 
foul means. Lady Macduff as you will see, is unaware 
of her husband’s real purpose in leaving his family*

(An excerpt for the Sleep Walking scene, Act 
V, seeixe i.) In tae beginning of tne play Lady Macbeth 
seems insensible of the consequences of the murder she
helped to consummate, however, as time goes on, she 
becomes more and more distressed over the ugliness of 
the crime. Here we see her in a state of mental tor
ture and terror.

An interesting experiment in oral interpreta
tion was conducted by William Ladd in which Macbeth 
was produced as a reading production*

Broadly speaking, a reading production is one 
in which tne players, grouped formally on the 
stage, read their lines from the script. A 
narrator carries all the essential commentary 
on scene, acts, and business. iMo player moves 
from his reading desk. In spite of the static 
situation, when properly read, there is a sur
prising illusion of action. By careful writing 
of the narrator’s lines, in a style comparable to radio, tne illusion of movement can be ob
tained. When the narrator's lines and the
P4i?era' 3Peecnes are cued in correctly, backed with sound effects and implemented by appropriate 
music, the playlike quality is consistent and
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effective by all dramatic standards*

Macbeth was produced by the Broadway Players 
in their classroom theater* Background material from 
the Mercury Tneatre texts was carefully studied, dis
cussions of the problems and conditions of living of 
Shakespeare*s time were held. Tne Mercury Theatre 
records of Macbeth were played in class with the stu
dents following the lines from their texts. The actual 
performance was similar to a radio show— each player 
read each word aloud at the proper time. The leading 
characters were grouped in the center, the subordinate 
characters down-stage left and right. The narrator 
stood at a reading stand placed up-stage at the center. 
Suitable music was furnished between scenes and acts* 

Pram group scenes on the stage, attention is 
now turned to the radio style of presenting scenes.
The class may be divided into two parts, one group 
present a scene as coming over the radio, while the 
other group write in their criticisms of the broadcast. 
Several days later the second group present a scene of 
their choice, and the first group write their comments 
on the performance of the second group.

^William Ladd, "»Macbeth' as a Reading Pro- 
duction," English Journal. XXXIII (September, 1944),

1
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Virginia Tanner in writing of her experience 

in working out a project was more democratic for she 
had the group select the performers who were to play 
the parts. An announcer was elected who could talk on 
his feet in modern radio style. Just before beginning 
the scene a brief description of the Elizabethan audi
ence present at the program was given. Celebrities of 
the age were commented on as they came to witness the 
play of the young dramatist, William Shakespeare. An
other pupil gave a vivid account of the scenery and 
costumes used in the presentation. A synopsis of the 
story of the scene to be presented followed and the 
high lights of the play to be watched for in the course 
of the scene, aext came the scene itself by other mem
bers of the class. Musical instruments brought by the 
pupils together with records of Old English folk music 
furnished the necessary music.

Another method that may be employed is to have 
a group or groups of pupils act a scene or scenes in 
pancomime and have the audience guess the scene por
trayed, Sometimes the program might be varied with 
shadow pantomimes. In one type, shadows of the per
formers are thrown on a muslin screen stretched tight

_ ^Virginia Tanner, "Broadcasting Shakespeare,"English Journal. XXIII (October, 1934), 677-679.
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across a stage In front of the audience. The char
acters act out their parts in front of a light ar
ranged to cast shadows properly on the screen. Another 
variation of this method will be to have a pupil nar
rator give the plot to the audience while the actors 
perform. Frequently, and this is best, lines are 
spoken by the actors themselves while acting.

This type is also carried out by means of 
snadow puppets. By giving a marionette or puppet show 
perhaps those pupils who are not so able to act and 
speak the parts might be employed in making and dress
ing the costumed dolls for the play. The otter pupils 
speak the lines while some manipulate the strings. 
Marionettes and puppets are challenging to the aes
thetic and dramatic abilities of high school pupils. 
Excellent articles for making these dolls as also their 
staging and manipulation may be found In an article 
written by Florence F. Drake in Popular Science begin
ning in the September, 1935 Issue and continuing 
through several numbers.

The treatment of the dramatic method would not 
be complete unless choral speaking was included as a 
method of presenting some parts of Shakespeare’s plays.

So far, nothing has been said of the activity
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which is the oldest of all speech forms, that which is
recorded to have been carried on by the Greeks, "the
prehistoric tradition of group singing which was later

1to develop into the classical drama of Greece.” Cho
ruses have persisted down tnrough history even ”in our 
own country singing and speaking choruses are still a 
recognized part of musical comedy, light opera, and
grand opera— and occasionally of the spoken drama 

2itself. Choral speaking as everyone knows is the
interpretation of poetry or prose, several or many
voices speaking as one. The theme of the material
suitable for such interpretation must express thoughts
and emotions which are universal.

The values of choral speaking are being recog
nized in the educational field today. It is 
being taught in many universities, colleges, 
high schools, grade schools, and even kinder
gartens. As a means of speech training choral 
speaking is unequaled. Bad vowel sounds, nasal
ization, and slovenly speech are corrected. Good 
tone quality and resonance are developed. Choral 
speaking helps children psychologically. The 
timid child develops freedom from self-conscious
ness, because he does not stand alone. The ex
hibitionist is taught to work with others and to 
become part of the group. Children become better 
acquainted with poetry and learn to appreciate

^Howard Francis Seely and William Arthur 
Hackett, Experiences in Speaking (Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1940), p. 350.

2Ibid., p. 351.
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the beauty of the poem, with the result that 
they want to make the poem their own and so 
memorize it.3-

The group taken as a whole is called the chorus while
any part within the group is spoken of as a choir.
For instance, those who have light pitched voices
might be called the light voiced choir or just light
voices while those who have heavier or deeper voices
might be designated as dark voices. Therefore, the
first step in organizing a choral speaking group is
the placement of the pupils into voice choirs* "Choral-
speaking groups may be divided into four voice choirs,
(1) girls’ light voices, (2) girls’ dark voices, (3)

2boys’ light voices and (4) boys' dark voices.” Sep
arate choirs are not always required for the inter
pretation of a selection.but there is no trouble after 
they have been divided to bring the choirs together as 
a unified group.

Choral speaking requires a director that the 
pupils may speak in unison.

In directing a choric choir, the teacher 
should remember that she should remain as in
conspicuous as possible. This does not mean

Sister Jeanne Marie, O.S.B., "Choral Speaking 
in the Elementary Grades," The Catholic School Journal. XLVI (January, 1946), 26. ~

2Seely and Hackett, op. cit.. p. 354.
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that she must do no directing at all, but her 
directing must bring out all the possibilities 
of the choir* The following suggestions may be of benefit to the director:

1. Hand raised, palm forward— "Ready" .
2* Descending hand, index finger extended, at a certain point--"Go".
3* Hand raised suddenly high, palm toward the speakers— "Stop."
4. Hand beating out the rhythm a trifle 

ahead of the speaking group— increase of speed.
5. Hand pulling back on the beat— slower speed.
6* Two hands extended together, palms down, 

separating and falling to the sides of 
the body— a tone tnat slowly dies out in silence.

7. Hands stretched forward and up with out
stretched fingers— "Give all you have."

8. To show a gradual crescendo, join the 
middle finger with the thumb, gradually 
separating them until the hand is open wide.

9. To show a gradual decrescendo reverse 
the procedure— open the hand wide slowly bringing the middle finger and thumb together*

Choral reading may be divided into four types. 
First unison speaking is that in which the entire 
chorus speaks as a unit. "Each choir must speak as a 
single unit of the larger chorus, and each individual 
must speak as a still smaller unit of the choir."* 2 The 
scrolls in the casket scenes from The Merchant of 
Venice, Act II, vfl and ix, and Act III, ii, might be

‘‘‘Sister Jeanne Marie, O.S.B., op. cit.. p. 27.
2Seely and Hackett, op. cit.. p. 359.
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used as examples of this type.
Another type of choir speaking is that in

which each choir interprets certain passages. The
song of Act III, ii of The Merchant of Venice might
be used a3 an illustration of this type.

All Light Voices: Tell me where is fancy bred,
Or in the heart or in the head? 
How begot, how nourished?
Reply, reply.

All Dark Voices: It is engendered in the eyes,
With gazing fed; and fancy dies 
In the cradle where it lies.

Boys * Light and
Dark Voices: Let us ring fancy's knell:

I'll begin it,— Ding, dong, 
bell.

All Voices Ding, dong bell.
Antiphonal speaking, the third type of choral

speaking, differs from the others "in that it involves
the regularly alternating participation of different
choirs. Poems which are divided into questions and
answers or appeals and responses are especially suit-

„1able for antiphonal speaking." The Witches' Scenes 
from Macbeth. Act I, i, and iii; Act IV, i, are Ideal 
for this type.

Act I, i*
Light girls' voices— First Witch: ’When shall

. . . .  in rain?
All Dark voices— Second Witch: When the hurly

• • • • and won.
—
Ibid,. p. 362.
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Light boys' voices— Third Witch: That will be

• • • • of sun«
All voices: Pair is foul, and foul is fair—  

Hover through the fog and filthy 
air«

The last type is Refrain Speaking which dif
fers "from antiphonal speaking in only one respect. 
The regularly alternating participation of different
choirs does not consist of questions and answers but

„1of repetition of refrains."
The songs from As You Like It, Act II, v and 

vii, and Act V, iii are admirably adapted to this 
type.

Act II, v.
Light Voices: Under the greenwood tree

Who loves to lie with me,
And turn his merry note 
Unto the sweet bird’s throat,

Dark Voices: Come hither, come hither, come
hither l

Here shall he 3ee 
No enemy
But winter and rough weather. 

Besides choral reading if the teacher so de
sires pupils may sing these songs in chorus. Music

2for the songs may be found in some anthologies.

XIbid.» p. 364.
2E. A. Cross, Dorothy Dakin and Helen J. 

Hanlon, Literature A Series of Anthologies— Under- standing'Titerature Uew fork: The Macmillan Cnmpnny, 1944), pp. 49T; T9S; 543. **
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Educators are more and more realizing the 
value of the dramatic method of teaching the boys and 
girls appreciation for the plays of Shakespeare,
There is scarcely a school in which classroom drama
tization and acting of parts does not play a vital 
role. It is now considered an integral part of teach
ing and is valuable as a part of the regular classroom 
work, motivating it, giving it an end and purpose, en
riching, organizing and affording appreciation and ex
pression.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIOJCi

The alert teacher will be no slave to any 
single method but will draw on the resources of all 
three general methods as the needs of his various 
classes demand* When teaching Shakespeare there is 
always the idea of individual differences to be con
sidered. Classes are as variable as individuals and 
no single particular method can be considered best, 
but rather a harmonious blend of all three methods as 
the occasion offers. The Contract Plan, which em
braces to some extent all three methods, has been used 
successfully, and it can be changed according to judg
ment to suit the needs .of the class. Students like 
the idea of a contract for a grade and it has been the 
experience of those teachers who have used this method 
that very few students will be satisfied with a D as
signment* Each step in the method presupposes the 
fulfillment of all preceding steps. A sample contract, 
outlined for the five plays considered, shows the ap
plication of this method.

The Meroaant of Venice
Requirements i
D 1. A study of the entire play with the class.

2. A written summary of each act.
151
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3, The memorization of twenty lines from the
play, (These lines need not be consecutive, )

4, Submit your vocabulary and allusion notebook when completed*
5, Ability to make a D grade in the final examination,

£ 1, Be able to explain why The Merchant of Venice
is a comedy,

2, Write a character sketch of one of the char
acters, of Portia, Antonio, Bassanio, Shylock, or Gratiano.

3, Memorize twenty more lines from the play,
4, Submit a short account of the main facts of

Shakespeare’s life,
5, Make at least a _C grade in the final examination,

B 1, Read and report on at least one more play of 
Shakespeare, Use Lamb’s Tales by way of introduction,

2, Trace the four plots of the play, The Merchantof Venice, or write a Cempiate aurnmnyy,
3, Make two points from the general group below,
4, Make at least a B grade in the final examination.

A 1, Make four additional lesson points from the general list,
2. Make an A grade on your final examination. 

General Group
Composition:Points2 1.

2 2,
2 3,

2 4.

Portia’s ideal of what a wife should 
be, (Exposition)

A Modern Gratiano (Description)
Two Venetian women discussing the 

trial scene over their coffee cups, (Narration)
An imaginary trial where you de

fend a friend, (Argumentation)
Dramatization:

2—4 1, Act out with your companions a scene
of your choice from the play, (Credit 
will be given according to difficulty 

v of selection and skill of performers).
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Memorization:
2 1. Ten more lines from the play.

Handwork:
2-4 1. Model of an Elizabethan theater.2-6 2. Drawings or sketches of char

acters or scenes.2-6

Requirements :

3. The dressing of character dolls. 
Julius Caesar

D 1. Study the entire play with the class.
“ 2. A written summary of each Act.

3. The memorization of twenty lines from the
play. (They need not be consecutive).

4. The ability to make a D grade in the final
examination.

5. Hand in your vocabulary notebooks completed.
C 1. Explain the difference between tragedy and 

comedy and classify Julius Caesar.
2. Write a character sketch on one of the characters.
3. Memorize twenty more line3*
4* Read and report briefly on Shakespeare*s life.
5. Make at least a £ grade in your final examination.

B 1. Read at least one more Shakespearean play.
2. Make two points from the general group below.
3. Write a composition of at least 200 words on

some phase of Roman life or history connected with this play.
4. Make at least a B grade in the final examination. /

A 1. Make four additional points from the general group below.
2. Make an A grade in the final examination.

General Group
Composition:
Points
2 1. How to Sway a Mob. (Exposition)
2 2. A Modern Brutus. (Description)
2 3. When Good Friends Quarrel.

(Narration)
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Points2 4# What is True Patriotism? (Exposi
tion)2 5* An imaginary scene, such as a con
versation in a household in 
Rome the day after Caesar's 
assassination.

Dramatization:
2-4 1. Act out a scene from the play. 

Outside reading.
3 2. For every additional play read in 

the original.
2

Memorization

3.

••

For any background topic reported 
on orally before the class.

2 1. Ten more lines from the play.
Handiwork:

2-6 1. Original drawings of characters or 
scenes.

As You Like It
Requirements:
D 1. Study the entire play with the class.

2. A written summary of each act.
3. Memorization of* thirty lines from the play.
4. Submit your vocabulary notebook.
5. Make a D grade in the final examination.
6. Explain“the difference between tragedy and

comedy; classify the play.
G 1. Write a character sketch of one of the characters.

2. Memorize twenty more lines.
3. Locate the five dramatic divisions of theplay.
4. Read and report on one of Shakespeare's plays

not previously read.
5. Make a C grade in the final examination.

B 1. Read and comment on one additional comedy of Shakespeare.
2. Make four lesson points from the generalgroup.
3. Earn a B grade in the final examination.
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A 1* Read and report on a modern play by Barrie, 
Galsworthy or Sheridan, preferably*

2. Make four more lesson points from the general 
list.3* Make an A grade in the final examination. 

General Group 
Composition:
Points
2 1. Write an article on Shakespeare's
2 2.

use of disguise.
Paraphrase Jaques' speech on the

2-4 3. 
2-4 4. 
2-3 5.

seven ages of man.
A modem version of the play.
A half-hour radio script.
Probably more phrases and passages 

from As You Like It have be- 
come familiar quotations than 
from any other Shakespearean 
comedy. Make a list of familiar 
passages.

Dramatization: 
2-4 1. Act out with others any scene of 

your choice.
Memorization:

2 1. Memorize an additional ten lines 
hot included in C grade.

Handwork:
2-4 1. Original drawings of characters or 

stage settings or sketches of 
Shakespeare's theater.
Macbeth

Requirements: -
D 1. Study with the class the entire play.

2. Explain the difference between comedy and 
tragedy and classify Macbeth.3* Write a summary of each act.

4. Quote thirty lines.
5. Make a D grade in the final examination.

Ci 1. Write a character sketch about Macbeth, Lady 
Macbeth, Duncan, Banquo or Macduff.
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2. Memorize twenty more lines.
3. Locate the five dramatic divisions of theplay.
4. Read and report on one Shakespearean play

not previously read.
5. Make a _G grade in the final examination.

B 1. Read and report on one additional tragedy of 
Shakespeare.

2. Make four lesson points from the general
group.

3. Earn a B grade in tne final examination.
A 1. To read and comment on a modern play, preferably by Barrie.

2. To make four more lesson points from thegeneral list.
3. To make an A grade in the final examination.

General Group:
Composition:

Points
2 1. A modern short story of the down

fall of a too ambitious man.3 2. A report on the allusions to
Catholic practices throughout the play.2-4 3. Adapt the play to a movie scenario2-4 4. Write the script for a half-hour 
radio program of Macbeth.

Dramatization:
2-4 1. Act with others a scene from the 

play. (Points depend on skill of performance.)
Memorization m

•2 1. An additional ten lines.
Handwork:

4-6 1. A booklet handwritten, illustrated, 
containing famous quotations 
from the play and major events 
from the life of Shakespeare.2-4 2# Original drawings of characters or 
stage settings.2 3. Design for reflecting mirrors by 
which the effect of a ghost on 
the stage can be produced.
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Hamlet

Requirements:
D 1* Study with the class the entire play.

2. Explain the difference between comedy and
tragedy and classify Hamlet.

3. Write a summary of each Act.
4. Quote thirty lines.
5. Make a D grade in the final examination.

J3 1. Write a character sketch of one of the follow
ing: Hamlet, Ophelia, Gertrude, Polonius, Claudius, Laertes.

2. Memorize twenty more lines.
3. Locate the five dramatic divisions of theplay.
4. Read one Shakespearean play not previouslyread.
5. Make a _C grade on the final examination.

B 1. Read and report on one additional tragedy by 
Shakespeare*

2. To make four lesson points from the generalgroup.
3. Earn a B grade in the final examination.

A 1. To read and comment on a modern play, preferably by Galsworthy.
2. To make four more lesson points from the general list.
3. To make a grade of A in the final examination.

Procrastination, a Modern Instance.
Was Hamlet Mad? (Given in fora of debate)
How should Ghosts be realistically 

represented on the stage today?
Can Hamlet be presented effectively in a modern dress?A short original play.

Act with others a scene from the
play. (Credit will be given as 
to difficulty and skill of performance.)

General Group
Composition:
Points2 12 2
2 3
2 4

2-4 5,
Dramat izat i on: 

2—4 1.
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Memorization:
2 1. An additional ten lines not in

cluded under jC.
handwork:

4-6 1. For a booklet handwritten, illus
trated, famous quotations from 
the play and major events in 
the life of Shakespeare.

2 —4 2 * Original drawings of characters or 
stage setting.

4 3. For the model of a stage in Shake
speare’s day, a Danish castle, 
or Shakespeare’s birthplace.

The few suggestions embodied in this thesis 
may assist teachers of English in their job of vital
izing their teaching amid an ever changing panorama 
of events in the educational world. This paper does 
not attempt to include a discussion of the ever shift
ing curricula of the English field; however, it may be 
of interest to refer to the convention summaries of 
1938, in the February issue of the English Journal in 
which is found the summary of a paper delivered by 
Charles Fowler Van Cleve on MThe Teaching of Shake
speare in American Secondary Schools Today”. Before 
giving this lecture Mr. Van Cleve made an investiga
tion.

In order to secure significant data concern
ing teaching methods, particularly with re
lation to Shakespeare, an instrument was con
structed by means of which a list of superior 
teachers of English could record their practice in the use of a group of stated techniques. In 
this instrument teachers were invited to indi
cate their practice in the use of forty stated
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techniques for tne teaching of Shakespeare’s 
plays according to the several levels of the 
school grades and three levels of pupil intel
lect . . . . .The forty teaching techniques 
were determined by a study of the educational 
periodical literature, courses of study, sep
arate text editions, and anthologies of literature #■’-

The results of this interesting study in so far 
as they are related to this thesis are:

(1) Shakespeare is generally thought to be 
best allocated to the senior high school.
The ninth grade is commonly designated
as the only year in which a Shakespearean 
play may be taught in the junior high school.

(2) The Merchant of Venice is being removed 
from the course of study in many schools 
because of the charge that it engenders racial feeling.

(3) The play Julius Caesar is taught in all 
the years from the eighth through the 
twelfth. The majority of schools favora ninth or tenth-grade placement.

»

(4) There is a tendency for modem drama to 
crowd out Shakespeare.

(5) There is a strong tendency in educational 
literature to stress the dramatization of 
plays. In actual practice the teachers of 
speech are beginning increasingly to share in the teaching of Shakespeare.

t

(6) Emphatic comments are made concerning the 
uselessness of teacning Shakespeare plays 
to the pupils of low mental ability. Many

Charles Fowler Van Cleve, "The Teaching of 
Shakespeare in American Secondary Schools Today,” 
English Journal. XXVII (February, 1938), 157.
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teachers, however, believe that all pupils 
can profit somewhat from seeing a Shake
spearean play In school or can the stage or 
on the screen.

(7) Tne instructors believe that Shakespearean 
plays are best suited to pupils of high mental ability.

(8) In the majority of schools the choice of 
plays rests with the teacher.

(9) A substantial group of teachers report 
that Shakespeare’s plays are taught either 
exclusively or chiefly In the upper two 
years of their high schools.

(10) Semester or extended unit courses in Shake
speare are being given In several sections of the country.

(13) There is wide difference of opinion among 
instructors as to whether the story should be emphasized or whether greater stress 
should be placed upon pupil dramatization, 
oral interpretation by the teacher, char
acter analysis, or the social problems approach.!
no English curriculum should omit a place for 

the study of Shakespeare for no better food can be of
fered the student since nin knowledge of human nature, 
in wealth of humor, in depth of passion, in fertility
of fancy and soundness of judgment Shakespeare has no 2rival."

Let freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors 
— - - -

Ibid., p. 158.
gSidney Lee, A Life of William Shakespeare (new York: Macmillan Co., 1931J, p. 355. “
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join in the fun

When Shakespeare laughed, the fun began, Even the tavern barmaids ran 
To choke in secret, and unbent 
A lace, to ease their merriment.
The Mermaid rocked to hear the man.
Then Ben his aching girth would span, 
And roar above his pasty pan,
"Avast there, Will, for I am spenti" 
When Shakespeare laughed.
I* faith, let him be grave who can 
When Falstaff, Puck and Caliban 
In one explosive jest are blent.
The boatsman on the river lent 
An ear to hear the mirthful clan 
When Shakespeare laughed.

— Christopher Morley—
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